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RADIO NOTES & NEWS
notes-I'm -not surprised, judging:from

A Television Note.

THIS month the B.B.C. begins to transmit

television programmes by the Baird

system on several evenings a week as
part of the ordinary programme.- Speaking -

at a radio Convention in,Chicago in May,
Mr. H. A. La.rFount, a Federal Radio Com-misSioner,--iS reported to have said, " We
are not- Yet convinced that television has
emerged from the laboratory and :is ready
to matriculate -into the more severe course
of adult entertainment and education."
Inventor of the " Pips."

some which I read in the press !-and want
" really modern features.

I suppose we are to infer that radio is oldfashioned. =Anyhow, the -`1 N:W:" Suggests
Television Notes. What would be the attrac-

tion in that, I should like to knew, when

not one -newspaper-reader in -10,000 will be

practically interested in the subject for
years to come.

1memSuccessful Short -Wave Explorer.

. W. E. (Winchesteir applies for

bership of the H.A.C., and he certainly
seems to be able to " pull 'em in " on
THE cause of all the trouble is now known . to me, for I understand that the his O.V. 2 with home-made plug-in coils. In
inventor of those pertinacious " pips " fact, I heartily congratulate him on his

is Mr. Arthur Fielder, who as engineer in
charge of the B.B. Company's

station at Nottingham intro-

work. When he has learned to read Morse

The Value of

introduced me to a whole lot of music which,

but for radio, I should not have heard. It

has made me understand much more of
human nature and public tastes. It has
soothed and rested my mind and helped
me to entertain my guests: It has set me

off upon many a delightful exploration of
dictionary, and encyclopaedia-to my great
gain. It has cut -down my reading and

-meditation by 33rd per cent-

which`is- bad for me: It- is, on
balance, very good ; but I
Wouldn't take it in exchange
for my library !
The July " Wireless Constructor."
-

and Production manager of the
radio side of the London
Electric Wire Co. and Smiths,
Ltd., and I hope that he agrees

.,-

.

THIS month the " Wireless

Constructor " features the
" Localisor," a handy and

with me when I say that his

" pips " are -now a jolly good

inexpensive two-valver design
for medium -wave local -station
reception ; built with twelve
Also a Victor
components.

idea gone wrong.
Two -Thirds C.O.D.

WHEN is C.O.D. sot C.O.D. ?

King design, the " Flexidyne,"

Why, when you have to
send one-third of the
amount with your order ! Mr.
A. Trewin, of Uganda draws my
attention to the fact that a firm
of radio suppliers, after advertising goods C.O.D., declined to
despatch them before receiving
from him one-third of their.

a four-valver with a range switch
on the panel, giving you either a

set for family use or a highly selective, long-distance " four."

Mr. J. Scott -Taggart has enlarged his justly popular " Armchair " article and has never
been more readable than - he is in

this number.

value.

the firm very well, I have an
uneasy feeling that. there is a
sound answer to my friend's

complaint on this point. I must
investigate this C.O.D. business

Heaps- of other

" right to the Point " articles, too.

Prima facie this appears to
render the C.O.D. system
effective ; nevertheless, knowing

Radio.

CURIOUSLY enough, by the same post
comes a letter asking .me to say what
broadcasting has done for me. It
hasn't " done, for me," dear old inquirer.
I am still " mine own man." However, I
know what you mean.
It has introduced me to Many charming
and distinguished personalities. It has

THEIR NIGHTLY VIGIL

duced the pestiferous things
here. Mr. Fielder is now Sales

THE TALKING CLOCK
DIRECTIONAL HEARING
RADIO FOR TRAWLERS
UBIQUITY OF RADIO

The B.B.C. engineerSin charge of outside -broadcasts have to undergo some

queer experiences, and one of the most peaceful and delightful is their
annual appointment with the nightingale. Here is a view of the daylight
preparations, after which everything is left " all set " with microphones
concealed in likely trees ready to be switched on as necessary.
_

in regard to foreign or overseas orders. Ho w ever, as Mr. T. is coming home inNovember,

his interest will probably sink down to the
amateur wavebands.

Sound, but Premature.

Postmaster -General's Handbook for Wireless Telegraphists, which gives it and also
a lot more interesting code matter. Let
him ask his local bookseller to get it from
H.M. Stationery Office.

I don't suppose the matter is urgent,

IINVITE the " Newspaper World " to
1 follow my up-to-date notes on the state
of television, because it has been telling

its patrons that people are tired of radio

He inquires for a book containing the
Morse code, and I advise him to get the

"Ariel" as a " Listener:"
ACORRESPONDENT asks
me upon what principles I
-

Use my domestic set. Well,

first of all, I make mylistening
subject to my social duties, any

business 'preoecupations and the caThof the
garden. I have an L.8. extension to my
dining-rooin so that listening by shy household may continue while I am at work.

I listen to all the Queen's Hall stuff --

unless it is too too-some vaudeville turns,
A. J. Alan, G. Potter (if any), certain running commentaries. V. Bartlett, " Hazards,"
(Continn: an next page.)
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NEWS VIEWS AND INTERVIEWS
selected orchestras and brass bands, Radio Paris " records," an occasional playlet and
as few songs as possible. In a word, I select

according to my taste and fancy ; I do not
let the stuff run on to me like a perpetual
shower bath. I recall that I have a mind of
my own.

A Clock that Talks.

I

READ that two French engineers have
invented an electric clock which has the
effrontery to speak the time. This
'

new horror of civilisation, which is run
by accumulators,
1

announces the

hour, minute and
second. But that
is not the worst, it
does it every ten
seconds.

Pity the Poor B.B.C.

A

of the press, from Land's

End to John o' Groats, and from

Anglesey to the Wash, tells me that
Wales is working steadily at a campaign
for a Welsh nationalist movement on the
part of the B.B.C., and that the Highlanders
are loosening their dirks because Sir John

cannot provide them with special pro-

grammes suited to their temperaments.
On top of all this the " Era " sees fit to
upbraid the B.B.C. for trying, to infuse a
British spirit and savour into its pro-

grammes, arguing that there is no representative British spirit, but that it is the
English spirit which is the inspiration of
the world. Sometimes I feel inclined to
agree with the B.B.C.'s inflexible policy
of going its own road.

Nothing is on

record 'about - the
language of the

announcements;

presumably t h e
French of the broadcasting studio -10,000
miles an hour ! Surely these . engineers
could better have devoted their genius to
growing bigger and beanier French Beans !
Directional Hearing.

TWO learned men on the Medical
search Council claim to have discovered how it is that the human
ear can fairly accurately determine the
direction from whence sounds come. And
they have used a valve oscillator to do it.
I have no doubt that their work is frightfully clever, but surely a simple explanation

is that the ear works like a frame aerial.

Turn the frame aerial edge on to the source
of the. signal and yov get maximum response
in the telephones ; turn one ear or the other
towards the source of the sound, and you

hear the sound better than you do if the

ear is not so directed, especially when the
sound travels a long distance.
Do Please Have a Heart.

JOURNALISM is darned hard. work in

these days, and the British sacred
week -end is not always the prero-

gative of the journalist.

evsi.

When, however,
the journalist does

escape for a rare
Sunday at home
he ought to be
allowed to sleep
or cultivate his

garden in perfect
peace.

Yet one of our
staff, who pulls

perhaps more than
his proper weight,
and who has delighted you with many

..11111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111-:i

for " buckshee "

information.

He
was even dragged from his tea -table on a
recent Sunday to answer a query.

It isn't the genuine " P.W.' spirit to
refuse to reply-and it isn't playing the
game to pester a man after hours, and on
Sunday. Please lay off-or you will lose
the Post Office telephone department a
client.

ampere at 6 volts, has an " M " value of 15,
impedance 7,500 ohms, and MX 2-0. It

has characteristics equal to six V.24's in
parallel. (This thrilling instalment to be
continued in the sweet by-and-by.)

" Nation Shall Speak Peace, etc."

WELL,you all know the

B.B.C.'8

So you will be interested
in a report from Berlin that broadcasting is being used intensively by the
motto.

Soviet govern-

ment for the
military

instruc-

tion of its thrice

happy subjects.
Last month the
icarticular kind of

peace which was
b eing broadcast
was a course of
lessons on gas warfare. Dearie me !

" SHORT WAVES"

I never could quite grasp this socialism

racket,

but I have certainly always
imagined, doubtless in my ianorance, that
it eschewed war and bloodshed, etc.
I am sorry for the radio -instructed
warriors ; a free people could knock them

A writer recently stated that, in his opinion,
broadcast entertainment was not a tonic.
And very often it isn't even entertainment.
*

THE WIRELESS ANNOUNCER.
Here is to -day's fashion forecast : A
trough of low pressure is situated between the
shoulder blades running southwards towards
the waist. In the region north-west and
north-east, shoulder straps may be experienced,
with secondaries moving from side to side.
General Inference : Cold will be felt in
many places. Surprise will be mild at first,

cold-and probably will, one day. And
serve 'em right, for messing about with
E --

*

*

A man was recently chased five miles by a
party of picnickers.
Perhaps next time he'll leave his portable
at home.
Is your wife fond of listening in
Not half so much as she is of speaking out.
PHYSICAL JERKS BY RADIO.

I. for one, shall not obey
Those brusque commands at break of day.
Upon my virtuous couch I'll stay
Sank in a sleep seraphic.
A sedentary life I lead,
But, where the 'buses swerve and speed,
I get what exercise I needDodging the " one-way traffic."

good old radio !
Radio

freshening later into a " breeze " and windup will occur round the coast. Further Out=Ez"
look : Censored.-" Pictorial Weekly."

E.1

=
F._

.S..2

Another Spot of History.

RESUMING this week my historical
notes on valves, I may point out that

after the first thorium attempts we
reverted to alkaline earth metals for filament coatings, using oxides of barium and
strontium, or colloidal mixtures of barium
and strontium carbonates. The tungsten
filament gave an emission of 5 milliamps
per watt ; thorium gave 25 milliamps per

for Ships.

ONE of the most important developments in marine radio is the decision
of the Post Office to install wireless
telephone apparatus in eight coastal wireless stations round these islands, thus bringing the number of stations so equipped to
eleven.

Marconi's have designed a simple radiotelephony set for use on trawlers, whalers
and small coasting vessels which would not
normally carry wireless equipment. The
present use of telephony will be limited to
communication between ships and coast
stations, the messages being sent on to their
destinations by landline telegraph.

711111111IIIIIMIIII11111111111111111111MIIIIIIIII111111111111111111111117:

The Ubiquity of Radio.

T REMEMBER reading that the famous
1 Dr. Livingstone was both annoyed and
puzzled when he found a modern silver

spoon in the depths of what he fondly
imagined

virgin

to be
African

jungle. Then, too,
I recall the annoyance of a man who
had fled to the

watt, and barium gave from 100 to 150

coral

milliamps.

only to find washed

milliamps per watt. easium gives 200 250

a fine circuit, is suffering from telephone

call

(Continued)

A Pertinent Comparison.

TAKE the famous V. 24 valve, shaped
like a baby sausage, a bright emitter.
Worked from a 6 -volts accumulator it

required 0.75 ampere, i.e. 4.5 watts. And
we got an amplification factor of 6 and an
impedance of 20,000 ohms, that is a mutual
conductance of 0.3 milliamps per volt.

A modern comparable valve takes -0.1

islands

of

the South Pacific

up on his shore
a modern radio

valve in good working order.
Now I receive a letter from. an acquaintance who is buried in the Belgian Congo,
to the effect that he has found in the heart
of the gorilla country a pair of IC,!,11 resistance head -telephones. If he-had looked

more closely I expect he would have
found a " Cosmic ' blue print.
ARIEL.
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POTENTIAL DIVIDERS AND
VOLUME CONTROLS.

Continuing his discussion of last
week, our Chief Radio Consultant
deplores the fact that many manufac-

turers of potential dividers do not
provide proper log -law grading.

ordinary potential divider for this, and get
Because these
into a terrible mess.
dividers have (a) self -capacity, and (b)
rather crazy contacts for high -frequency
current work.
Think of the circuit of Fig. 1.
It looks awfully nice until you re -draw

it as Fig. la.
4

T SHOWED, elaborately and fully, in my
1 last article, why the resistance between

one terminal of a potential divider

Now, while C1 is in parallel with C', and
hence innocuous, C., draws current through

the potential divider. a current influenced
by the slider setting. Hence volume is
regulated in two ways,

smoothly regulated and all the adjustment
of volume comes at one end of the potential

It Is Not Satisfactory.

Try Both Ways.

But no potential dividers are uniformly
(Traded, and so for this reason see that you
connect them round the way which gives
the smoothest control it's better to try
it, than to try and work it out ! I cannot
see why the makers of potential dividers
cannot give us proper log -law gradingvery few, if any, do. There's some kind of

" law," I suppose, but no two seem alike,

and not one is decently graded-not one
I've seen, anyway.

But so far I have talked about low -

frequency volume
high -frequency ?

What of
controls.
Most people use the

seems an essential.

Let's go hack to low -frequency volume
People seem to do some beastly
things with transformers, such as shorting
the primary and shorting it more and more
for lower volume. Transformer technique
controls.

SHORT -AND SWEET

partly by the

self -capacity of the valve's influence and
the slider's position. No, it's nasty !

divider.

A high -frequency volume control

which does not interfere with selectivity

potential divider as such, partly by the

and the slider should not be proportional

to the degrees of arc of turning of the
handle. If it were, the volume is not

distant.

If you just connect a variable resistance

across the tuned circuit you alter selectivity with volume. Variable condenser

shunts tend to upset tuning ; resistances in
series with grids have self - capacities.

No ; we haven't found the royal road to
success for high -frequency 'volume controls.

Certainly most of the ordinary potential
dividers with wire wound into " muckite"
make hideously bad contact for H.F.
work, too. I do not -know the real solution.

When wiring the volume control in a circuit

One cannot minimise the importance of
H.F. volume controls. The detector grid
filament voltage is critical-lots of people

is more difficult for proper volume controlling than R.C. technique.

yet-I must think it over ! Might make a
nice patent for the man who succeeded !

either put too much into their detectors
on the local station or not enough from the

LOOK AT THIS -AND THEN AT THIS

such as this, take care to keep the leads from the
components concerned as short as possible. That
is, if you want pleasing results

Even the 200,000 -ohm potential divider

may unduly load a transformer, and so,
due to transformer leakage, tend to cut
top in spite of what 1 said about valve/

capacity/transformer leakage resonance.
My advice to the transformer user is use a
big resistance potential divider.
A Few "Don'ts."

Lastly, some people like to control the
volume of their loudspeakers remotely.
This is a very difficult matter, and one so
hedged about with controversy at the
present moment I only dare say very little.
Let me just give you the 'don'ts I
are the two diagrams to which Capt.
Eckersley refers above. He explains how such
a method of high -frequency volume control is
not satisfactory, since its regulation is influenced
by several inconstant factors.
" But I don't know the real solution yet-I must
think it over I " adds Capt. Eokersley, with
characteristic candour.!

Here

.

Don't shunt the loudspeaker with

a

resistance, because you are bound thereby
to cut top.
And don't put in series resistance,
because this will just cut bass. You want

really to get the speaker to "look back "
into the same impedance always
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WATERLOO

7

(French bugle -call.)

I can see the English, sire. They fight well,
the dirty. -pups Tbey're tough eggs !
NAPOLEON : Bosh ! Because you have been beaten

by Wellington you regard him as a red-hot
General I

REILLE : The English infantry are invincible, sire.

by

Oh, do shut up ! We sleep in Brussels
to -night, as I've told you. I have sent Grouchy

NAPOLEON :

LANCE SIEVEKING

with 33,000 men to give the Prussians a good
They cannot join the English !
nearly half -past eleven.
All right. When I say " Go," go

ticking -off.

SOULT : It's
NAPOLEON :

The recent broadcast of the historical play " Waterloo " apparently
shocked several listeners because the Duke of Wellington and other
characters were made- to say ".damn," etc., etc. The authors decided to
enlist the help of Mr. Lance Sieveking, and the following condensed version
of -"-Waterloo "-which will probably have been broadcast by the time
this issue of " P.W." is on sale-is Mr. Sieveking's idea of how a play can

4

,

PRUSSIAN BLUES.

For hours and hours, all the armies

NARRATOR :

hung about ; Stitcher and his Prussians getting
terribly muddy in the wet lanes.
(Distant clock strikes eleven. A horse
gallops up.)

be entertaining without making use of naughty words.

You seem in a jolly awful 'hurry,
Your horse is perspiring like one
UXBRIDGE : Buonaparte is reviewing his troops.
We shall see him in a minute. We want to
WELLINGTON :

Uxbridge 1
o'clock !

"WATERLOO"

And so a million men were all got
together quickly to be implacably embattled

NARRATOR :

-

In In Memory of June the 18th, 1932.
(Fade up Overture " The Wooden Soldiers.")
SCENE : VICTORIA STATION.
(Fade Overture into confused background of trains
whistlings, porlere, and all that kind of thing.)
GRANDMOTHER (agitated) : Dearie me ! Dearie me 1I kiwis we shall miss the train.

against the Emperor of Elba.

(Fade up drums.)
arrived at Grenoble, where French royalist troops

2ND NARRATOR : And so, on March the 7th, Napoleon

were ready to bar his way.

(Fade up excited crowd.)

A FRENCH VOICE : Houpla!

Can I have some milk, Gran'ma ?
GRANDMOTHER : Milk 1 No, child
Not a moment
to lose ! Porter !

poral!

LITTLE GIRL :

LITTLE GIRL : Why do they call this station " Victoria," Gran'ma ?
GRANDMOTHER : Bless us ! The child's a ninny !

Stand back, please. Soldiers, you must
get in his way I Remember King Louis !
SOLDIER : Ma chapeau ! I cannot obstruct him !
ANOTHER : Ma tante sacil:e ! Nor will I.
(Outburst of cheers.)
NAPOLEON : Mes enfants I I knew it would be all
right. Put on again the tricolour cockade.
OFFICER :

Have you never heard of the great battle of

Waterloo ?

LITTLE GIRL :

a play on the wireless the other day. What

milk.

CONGRESS SITS.
GRANDMOTHER :

No, we must take a taxi at once

to Waterloo Station and from there a coach to
Vienna, where the Congress is sitting. Quick !
(Fade up the clink of swords; and :)
USHER: My Lords, Your Excellencies, Gentlemen;
pray silence for His Grace the Duke of Welling-

Here are the eagles you followed at Ulm, at
Austerlitz, at Hastings and at Flodden. Rally
round me, and we will march upon the enemies
of France !
(Fade up Marseillaise strong, Fade down
into " British Grenadiers.")
WELLINGTON : What's that ?
ORDERLY OFFICER : A letter, your Grace.
IKELLINGToN : Bother ! Tear it up.
(Knock on door.)
ORDERLY OFFICER :

Gentlemen; my gallant and distinme and His Britannic Majesty.

WELLINGTON :

guished colleague, Marshal Bliieher, differs from
A DIPLOMAT : Impossible !

WELLINGTON : He does, really !

But look here, all
you members of this Congress, including that
awfully nice man, Prince Metternich, I appeal
to you. King Louis promised faithfully to pay
Buonaparte a regular amount during his stay
at Elba, and he has never sent even an instalment.

Really, your Grace, that nasty
Corsican chap-

Cardinat-Wolsley to see you, and Lord Uxbridge.

I cannot imagine how you got here,
gentlemen, but we must stop the ball at once
and march to the field of Waterloo, where I hear
Napoleon is reviewing his troops.

CROMWELL,: Eet is all a mizdake, your Grace, I am
nod Gromwell. I am Baron von Muffling: What a funny name 1
MUFFLING :..I gom from Marshal Blueher. You gan
gount upon his support.
WELLINGTON : Von -Muffling !
WELLINGTON :

Your Highness, My Lords, Your Excellencies, Members of the Ancient Order of Buffaloes-His Imperial Majesty the Czar of Russia!
CZAR : Ah 1 I bid you good morning, gentlemen.
I know I'm late, but it is terribly difficult for a
USHER :

Czar of Russia to get up in the morning.
(Chorus of sympathy from Congress. Hurried
knocking on door.)
OAR (testily): Golly I What's that, Officer of the
Guard ?
OFFICER : Sire ?

General von Werder !

Good -night !

It's

(Running footsteps.)
VON WERDER (panting like anything): Sire, Buona-

parte has made a sneidy exit from Elba.!
(Flash of Marseillaise.
laughter.)

CZAR :

Listen to this

All burst into hearty

He's landed at FrOjus-

troops have joined hitn-he's making for Paris !
A DIPLOMAT : This is frightfully mean of him

ANOTHER. DIPLOMAT I

A. VOICE : BY Jove 1

Now

Our men are standing from Namur to

UxBRIDGE :

Liege, quite sixty miles.

Yes, that's jolly risky, Uxbridge ;
tell 'em to sit down.

WELLINGTON :

(Fade up French March and down-Silence.)

The same evening in the French

NARRATOR :
-

ramp .

It is war! How degrading!

Napoleon is a bounder ! He's
broken faith !
(Fade up and mix :Austrian, Russian, Prussian, English, Scottish, and Swiss National,
hymns.)

ANOTHER VOICE : What a tummy he has I

Note the corporation ! He carries
all before him I

ANOTHER VOICE :

(Fade up distant strains of French Band
and cheering.)
This is the beginning, gentlemen.

They're off !

Sire, Marshal Ney has come.
Bring him in, Gourgaud. Ah, Ney, tell
Marshal Smut not to let Wellington and Blucher
meet. That would neter dol
NET : Sire,- it will be frightfully difficult
The
GOURGAUD :
NAPOLEON :

WELLINGTON :

soldiers are so tired, and the rain -I count on you, Ney. We attack at
half -past eleven.

NARRATOR

GNEISENAU :

(French March up and down.)
While in the Prussian headquarters . .
(Up Prussian March and down.)
.

-

I dell you, Groliman, we must fall

But, Vellington !
GNEISENAU : I don't care ! Bfficher fell off his horse
again yesterday !
(Door bursts open.)

Nonzense ! I am all right. We will
move on Wavre at once, and support Veiling ton as I promised.
(Fade up marching feet. Silence. Several

BLUCHER :

HILL :

horses are heard moving.)

The rain is coining on again, sir.

I'm glad I kept my umbrella. I
UXBRIDGE :
We shan't be long now. I hope
Buonaparte will deliver a frontal attack.
WELLINGTON : Too Much to hope for I But I've
Put the guns on the crest of the ridge, and the
infantry behind the bushes, so that he can't
WELLINGTON :

hate getting wet.

see them. Pity Blucher got the bird at Ligny 1

Steady, lads

It's all

(quietly)

going well. The Greys and the Inniskillings are
behaving beautifully. If only Blucher would
come !

HILL : Ooh !

My 1 Here comes the French cavalry I
Bother ! Just look at that. They're
being frightfully rough I
UXBRIDGE : There's Blficher and the Prussians !
WELLINGTON
How ripping ! I knew he'd come !
WELLINGTON :

(Swell cannon fire and fade.)

A FAMOUS VICTOREE !
All this charging will ruin me !
cavalry -left, Ney I

NAPOLEON :

I've no
NEY : We cannot break the English square, sire.
NAPOLEON : C'est magniftque, macs cc u'est pas le
isl'guerre ! Forward the old Guard !
NET : I hate this battle.
NAPOLEON :

Charge

(Tremendous gunfire, shouts, National Anthems and bugles.)

Stand fast men ! We must not be
What would they say in England ?

WELLINGTON :

A SOLDIER : Righto,. Guv'ner !

(Up Marseillaise-guns-cannons-musket

fire-shouts.)
Stand up, Guards

WELLINGTON :

(Pause.), -

(English bugles, cheering, guns, cannons,
rumbles,
thunder, lightning,
National
Anthems, marching feet and horses galloping.)
(Silence.)
-

TIME STANDS STILL.

-

NAPOLEON :

(Swell up cannon fire and fade.)

What ? The Prussians? Impossible.
I told them not to come !
SooLT : But it is them I
NAPOLEON
Oh, bother! The main Infantry attack
must go forward at once and shoot off heaps of
guns!
SOULT : Sire, I will see to it.
(Up heavy cannon fire. Trumpets. Shouting. French bugles.)
HILL : Here come their infantry !
NAPOLEON :

beat I

STANDING ORDERS.

back !

Go and see what

I mean " Good " !

GROLLMAN :

NOT CRICKET
:

Goot !

give orders to everyone to rejoin their units in
their dancing pumps, and, by Gosh ! to get
knocked over in the mud in 'em if need be
ORDERLY OFFICER : Jawohl, your Grace !

A DIPLOMAT :

WELLINGTON (sharply): Your Excellency, we have
made a bargain. For goodness' sake let us keep
it. Let's be decent fellows about this matter,
even though some of us, like Prince Talleyrand,
have never been to a public school.
(Murmur of protest. Sound of guards outside council chamber rattling their arms
about. Fade up Russian National Anthem,.)

Colonel Oliver Cromwell and

WELLINGTON :

ton.

have a shot at him. By the way, the officer in
charge of the Rocket Battery is blubbing frightfully at your order to distribute his men among
the artillery
WLIILINGTON : The little beast ! Tell him to do
what's he's told. Ah 1 there is Napoleon 1
UXBRIDGE : So he is.
A VOICE : There goes Boney, the little sneak !

WELLINGTON :

DECIDED- RELUCTANCE.

-

Often and often, Gran'ma. I heard
day is this,- Gran'ma ?
GRANDMOTHER : The 30th of June, of course. And
your Great -great-grandmother was nearly run
over at a turning point in history.
LITTLE GIRL : I know ; you've told me before.
But tell me again, Gran'ma, while I drink my

It is the Little Cor-

Ma foi, it is the Man
A WOMAN (passionately): Viva l'Empercur
ANOTHER FRENCH VOICE :

LITTLE GIRL : Gran'ma I
GRANDMOTHER: Yes?

.

on him ?

He'll play the game I, A
white man, old Bliicher I

SOULT :

A Burlesque

*

UXBRIDGE : You count
WELLINGTON : Rather I

NARRATOR :

With the repulse of the Old Guard,

Napoleon threw in Isis hand, and gave himself
up, and was taken in a ship to St. Helena.
(Fade up sea-wash-gulls, and sharks.)

NAPOLEON (wearily) : What time is it, Bertrand ?
BERTRAND (-weeping): Five o'clock, sire.
(Pause.)
NAPOLEON : What time is it now, Gourgaud ?
GOURGAUD (weeping): Five o'clock, sire.
NAPOLEON : We have been on St.illelenna two long
years, Bertrand, and -it is still five o'clock.
BERTRAND (convulsively) : I know, sire. It gives me

a pain in the neck
And me, Bertrand:(Up bugle, playing " Last Post")
NAPOLEON : We must complain about that bugle.
It makes me ill.
BERTRAND : If only we hadn't gone to Waterloo !
NAPOLEON : Ah If ! If ! If I But the men of 1932
NAPOLEON :

were not those of

1815.

?

What time

is

it,

Still five o'clock, sire !
That clock must have stopped.. It Is
fate tG°urgaud
(Fade up -gulls and sea -wash.)
GOURGAUD :
NAPOLEON :

THE END.
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LETTERS
YOUNG
"
4ARIEL
There's a shock for " young Horace " this week. Instead
of the nine -valve super -het. he was expecting from his
" uncle," he gets-some good advice ! But " Uncle
Ariel's " words of wisdom are well worth reading, as
you will agree when you have perused this week's letter.
My dear Young " Ham,"

Put that in your pipe and smoke it.

So you have passed the " Oxford Local "
Congratulations ! When I think of that

Next, we will ask ourselves what your
real object is when you take up radio.
I have not the slightest doubt that by the

the age of miracles has not yet passed.

aid of working prints you could put together

you now propose to drop Yo -Yo and toy
trains and, with my assistance, to take up
radio seriously as a 116bby. I wondered

of wonderful jargon at me-just like the

and then think of your dad, I realise that

I hear from your Uncle Timothy that

why the old brute chuckled so fruitily, till he
let out that you were confidently expecting

me to supply you with a nine-valver.
Now, look here, young Snock-Portle,

you are going to get the biggest knock
you have taken since I refused to buy

a complicated nine -valuer and sling a lot

parrot at Dr. 'Brodie's in the High Street,

who can diagnose a case, though it's alWays

the same one. "

Yes, and you could continue to repeat the

process till you developed senile decay-

. HAVE YOU HEARD HIM?

you that suit of armour which we saw in the
Tower of London. Nine -valve nothing.

I want you to look at the matter something like. this : "Here is a wonderful
medium which bathes the whole- -earththe ether. Here are. some little bits and
pieces-- of wire and what -not. Combining
all of these, I can receive intelligence from

practically every country in the world.
"Discover Some New Trick."

"I am going to keep.on shifting the bits of
wire and what -not around till I am master
of all

the most

efficient

combinations

thereof "-and, if you like, you- may add :
" and perhaps discover;,some new trick,
and, incidentally; impress pa and ma and
that kid sister of ' Stinker' Jones, who
has such a lovely hoist at netball."

Beware, oh, beware,. of mere noise !
To put a station on the loudspeaker is not
particularly heroic. The valves and ''batteries do that ; it is not necessarily, a point
to your credit. Remember always that

An Apprentice to. Radio.

When the apprentice first- goes to sea
he does not command the Mauretania ;
he commands a lot of school books, a lot of

what one fool can do another can.

brass -cleaning rags, and-if he is wise --

-

In the little room, the first on the right
elf the bathrooni landing, where they keep
your pram, your poor ma's, bicycle-she
hasn't been. on it since 1912-and the holiday trunks, you will find about £25 worth
of wireless junk. Ask the peter to let you-

his tongue and:his temper.
You are only an apprentice to radio, with

a whole heedful of great ideas -which,

one by one, I shall most cruelly slaughter. -

The first victim is the notion that with
nine valves and a rich uncle=you think
he is rich-you can just lay back and hear
Melbourne and then go and hurl your

er-clean it up.

It should comprise the makings of a very
fair three-valver, Let me see what you can
do with these components next month. No,
keep- away from short waves -and confine
yourself to Europe for the time being.
A 2 -volt accumulator will be delivered
at your- house- in a day or so, as a memento
of the -"Oxford Local," and Jimmy, your

weight about amongst your fellow -students
at the Merchant Explorers' School. I've

a good mind to give you a cheap hydrometer and make you take the Sp.-Gr.-of
battery acid for a month, just to tame you.
But I won't ! Because you are the son of
your 'mother, I'm going to'let you into -the

causin, will bring round a pair 'of H.R.

first great secret, of engineering-and the

building of a receiver is light engineeringwhich is that for the engineer there is but
one thing to .be striven for. high efficiency !

telephones and some wire and things.

Efficiency is the Key -word.

we'll see !

What is efficiency ? For you it ought to

mean the ratio of input to output ; in other

Here is the short-wave station W I Y U, which is
operated by students of Yale University. It
transmits experimentally on various waves around
the 20 -metre and 40 -metre bands.

words, you should try to 0 -et the best results

in the cheapest and simplest way.

You can take a walnut to a steam

hammer to be cracked, but the method
is

note efficient in the engineering sense:

You can run your -radio Set 'from Leelanche

cells, but the methodis not ejj"icient.
On the spending side you want the least
possible capitalexpense, time, effort and
cost of upkeep ; on the getting side you
want the greatest possible return and the
best ,possible quality. So what would you

be after; with your pine valves and a
mahogany console ?-

I

enclose five bob-half from your Aunt
Sophonisba . and half from me-for miscellaneous expenses. Get busy-and then
Beware of Mere Noise!

I hear that you have a new sister, aged

nineteen hours. -Beware of mere noise !
Now's the time to collar all that junk from
the pater. He'll say " Yes " to any request
like your Uncle Timothy. But you wouldn't. the granting of which is likely to keep yoU
You would tire of it in a year ; neither your off that, infernal one -string fiddle.
pocket not vour patience would stand up to,,
Yours respectfully,
such "dull, 'mechanic exercise."
-UNCLE ARIEL,
I'll tell you what is the proper foundation
P,S.---STIOOdleg is home from the vet.'s
of radio as a hobby. It's the experimenta- and has`got over the distemper. He wants
tion with different principle,§:'.:

--

Anyone can nad out. what to do, but
your business is to
you do
it:

to see you on Sunday and show you the
assegais I brought home from Zululand.
They are sharp-and poisoned ! Come early
or the cake will have faded."
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early this morning, minus the rest of the
convoy, which we lost on the way owing to
bad weather.

WIRELESS in

While ashore, I had a long talk with a
Spanish agent, who told me many inter-

WAR TIME
HIDING IN SMOKE

esting odds and ends about life on the Rock.
It appears there is one man responsible for

looking after the gates which separate the
neutral territory from Spain and Gibraltar.
If anything untoward happens, he is liable
to be shot offhand.
Another curious fact is the presence of
monkeys on the higher slopes of the Rock.
It is curious because there are no monkeys'
in Spain, and it is thought that they must
know of a secret passage under the sea connecting Africa and Gibraltar.

-

FOOTBALL AT LORD'S

-IN FULL CRYMONKEY BUSINESS.

A Fine Aerial.

There are two wireless stations at Gib-

raltar, one at Europa Point, and one at

Extracts from the Diary of a Wireless Operator
at Sea, 1916-1918
AUGUST 28TH, 1917. --Very fine weather

and a brilliant moon at night. The convoy
has closed in and we are now very much
nearer to each other. The gunners are
continually on watch ; in fact, there are
double watches on the bridge and in the
crow's nest. On the poop we have -prepared four smoke cowls containing some
concoction of phosphorus. When water is
added, clouds of smoke belch forth from the

cowls and hide the ship (perhaps !) from
the submarines, etc.

A Good Night.
AUGUST 29TH.-LaSt night was a. good
night for wireless. I heard the Commander -

in -Chief of the Spanish Army issuing war
orders from Madrid, though heaven knows
what he's got to issue orders about ! Tuning
a little more, I heard Gibraltar sending ecde
to Whitehall, Cadiz, and Las Palmas.
All had something to say to the Spanish
battleship, .Alfonso 13th. Later, on a
longer wavelength, there was Rinella

see the, sport, if any, and as I did so one
of the destroyers fired; ---at what, 1 could
not see.
But there was a swirl of water far away
on the port bow, where I presume a U__ -boat

had dived, and then-tally ho ! and the
Yank destroyers were away in that direction

like a pack of hounds.
It was thrilling to see those destroyers

tearing through the water. The foam came

completely over their
bows in one continual

stream, and what .with

on they came back to

their positions like

hounds who have lost
a fox. Hard luck !

They wished us

messages

froni

Madrid to Berlin, and dozens of other

SEPTEMBER 4TH.We took leave of the

Moldavia and the other
ships this morning.
" Cheerio," and we
went on to Cardiff.

SE PTEMB ER 6TH.-

We docked yesterday,
and I have been lucky
enough to get six days'

leave-a pleasant
conclusion to a six

Here is a wireless operator photographed in his " cabin " on an armed
trawler during the war. The restricted space in such a vessel makes

months' trip.

stations could be heard, some faint, -some.
loud, some impatient, some-lethargic-but.
all clicking away in the 'phones and keeping

left Milford Haven this

In truth, a wonderful night for wireless.
SEPTEMBER 1ST.-The weather has turned

of twenty ships. Our average speed is about
ten knots. The weather is -vile-the wind

me busy noting them in the Log Book.

cold and rainy. Heard with profound

rearet that the Lord's Cricket Ground had
been used for football for the first time iri
200 years. Breakfast topic : What effect
will this have on the war ? We hdve been
reinforced_ by, six .American destroyers.
SEPTEMBER 3ED .-More'

excitement. A

few minutes ago the third officer yelled out :
"Stand by,, gunners." Well, we all know
what that means. I ran out of my eabin.to

just now, and we do most of our travelling
by night.
OCTOBER 23na.-Algiers.
This is a
splendid City lying in a beautiful bay that
reminds me of Naples. Tall hills form a
background, and the whole place is extraordinarily well laid out.
Going ashore, I found all as gay as a sea -

make one's heart jump
with excitement. Later

night grew older and atmospheric conditions
improved, dozens of messages clicked in my

World -shattering News !
There were private

Our next place of call is Algiers. We are
dodging about from port to port like this
because submarines are extremely active

was quite enough to

Home!

stantinople and Damascus.

the harbour of Oran at 9 this morning.

SOMEWHAT CRAMPED QUARTERS !

the quick, staccato
bark of the guns it

(Malta) sending out a Government war
warning, and at 11.30 I tuned in Poldhu
for press. At 11.45 came a time signal
from the Eiffel Tower, Paris, and as the
telephones-code signals from the Grand
Fleet, German lies from Nauen, and
German orders in code flashing to Con-

North Rock. The latter has, an aerial wire
strAching from the very top of the Rock
right down to the ground. It's one of the
finest natural aerials I've ever seen.
OCTOBER 21sT.-We dropped anchor in

OCTOBER 1 OTH.----We

accommodation very limited for everyone, but the unfortunate W/O hardly
has room to turn round

morning in a convoy

blowing a bad-tempered gale, and the sea
very rough.
We are bound for Mesopotamia again,
with troops and military stores. The latter
consist -id railway engines, aeroplanes,
motor launches, motor transport waggons,
etc. rfelt none the safer for knowing that
beneath the after -hatch there are_ several
hundred tons of
OCTOBER 16TH.-We arrived in Gibraltar
!

side resort-not in England, of course. A
casino lured my unsophisticated self inside.
" Faites vos jeux, Messieurs."

To cut a long stork short, I lost about

thirty francs.
OCTOBER 24TH.-We arrived in the little
bay of Bougie at 7 a.m. This is quite a small
place and some twelve hours steaming from
Algiers. We leave forBoriara,t 6 p.m. This
travelling at night time has its- cornpenstthins, for I get all day off duty.
(To be continued.)
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SOME sets bring in two
transmissions at once

-transmissions that cannot be sepa-

rated. no matter how the controls are
" juggled." Others require the last ounce

of reaction to bring many of the distant
stations

up

to decent

strength, and

-4-4,- -4- -4- -4,- 4440 -4-4-0--4--4.

-4-

* -4- 4-4,-

-4-4-0-4-

ADD SELECTIVITY TO YOUR SET

-4-4,-0

them - who require some

It will add only one extra tuning control
to your existing equipment, since the two
sections of the band-pass condenser are

without scrapping or altering
their present cirmits.
Greater Range.

There is a solution to the
problem and it is possible
to achieve high selectivity
and greater range without
having to construct another
set.

because by pushing the reaction to the
" last limit " the reproduction has become
woolly and the tuning so critical that the
smallest movement of any of the controls
causes the transmission to fade out.
There must be hundreds-probably

thousands-of such receivers in use at
the present time. Most of them are of
the detector and L.F. type, employing
either two or three valves.
Easy on the Pocket.

Some of them are designs which were

produced before the ether reached the

The " B.P." Booster has
been specially designed to

fulfil
the re-

quirements
of these listeners. It

any doubts as to the suitability of the
B.P." Booster.

-

Small. H.T. Consumption.

" ganged."

The anode diluent consumption of the
S.G. valve has been cut down to a minimum by the insertion of a small biasing
cell which applies a negative bias to the
grid of the S.G. Consequently the current

taken from the H.T. battery over and

above that already required by the set is

almost negligible, It works out at approximately 2 milliamps in the case of a 2 -volt
S.G. valve of the type specified.
(Continued on next page.)

IT GIVES REAL 9-k.c. SEPARATION

is a simple and inex-

pensivehigh-frequency
amplifying unit em-

bodying a very effective dual -wave bandpass tuner.
The addition of the
unit to a det. and L.F.
receiver will give the
set a new lease of life
by bringing it into line
with the latest S.G.
designs and thus save
the cost of a 'new re-

chaotic state which exists these days.
I frequently receive letters imploring me
to suggest some method of improving the
selectivity of the unfortunate writers'
sets. They would like to build a modern
S.G. design. but it is often a case of " pocket

in

can be used up-a procedure which, in

stage. If your receiver

not permitting " unless the existing parts

4*

is a straightforward det. and L.F. or dot.
and 2 L.F. I do not think you need have

simple means of increasing
_the range of their receivers

It will be seen horn this circuit that the unit comprises a complete
stage of S.G., H.F. amplification, with band-pass tuning. The output
terminal connects up to the aerial terminal of your set, and you can
use the same batteries or mains unit for receiver and " Booster."

*

general, is not possible because, normally, the tuning
components would be entirely different.
And there are also those

correspondents -lots of

even then give results that are poor,

-6-

Is your set one of the det. and L.F. type? If so, this ingenious unit will work
wonders with it. More power, greater range and increased selectivity-that
will be your reward for building the " B.P." Booster.
Described by A. JOHNSON-RANDALL.

ceiver.

The unit can be used
conjunction with

practically any receiver, provided it
does not already iin-

corporat e an H.F.

This view shows the special band-pass coil with built-in wave -change switch.
The windings of this coil are balanced up in such a way that with a .04-mtd.
noupling condenser 9-kc. separation is obtained.
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obtained by rotating the knob of the

-40-4-4.----- 4V-4.--4.--410-410.-40..10-10-11. 41v -- *

potentiometer. This is a
definite advantage to those who have only

50,000 -ohm

f

THE " B.P." BOOSTER

+

4

(Continued from prelims page.)

+4

one H.T. tapping for the existing receiver
or who possess mains units which have no
S.G. tapping.
Another advantage is the fact that the
potentiometer can also be used as a volume

Moreover, it is not necessary to have a
special H.T. tapping for the screening -grid,
since the correct working voltage is readily

control.

And now let me give a few hints con-

cerning the constructional work, This is
very straightforward. The first job is
to drill the panel in readiness for the
" on -off " switch, potentiometer,
iang
condenser, and the wave -change switeli en
the band-pass coil.
The slow-motion dial may at first glance
appear rather frightening, but actually

there is nothing to worry about, beeau-e
you will find that the makers of the et.ndenser have supplied a drilling template.

THIS IS ALL THE WIRING THERE IS TO DO
V 237

together with the necessary fitting details.

,

1.

11 (i i0

3

i2

YOUR SHOPPING LIST

1

=

1

E
3 POT/V7"
OA ' OF, SWITCH

0

11.

III

1 H.F. choke (Kinva screened, Lissen,

i

Varley, Lewcos, R.I., Tunewell, Ready
Radio, Sovereign).

mt I'

1 50,000 -ohm potentiometer (Colvern,
Watmel, Sovereign, Lissen, Varley).
1 3 -point on -off switch (Lissen, Ready
Radio, Telsen, Bulgin, Magnum).
1 -001 -mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen,
Sovereign, Dubilier, T.C.C., Graham
Farish, Ferranti, Igranic, Watmel,

,

Goltone).

_

it

_-

___

_ I. 4.
I

1

1

-coos NCO

1 Screen with hole for S.G. valve, 4 in.
high x 4.1, in.
= 1 Horizontal - mounting valve holder
E

BAND

RISS
CO/L.

7i;NING CONDENSERS

(6AwaED)

(Lissen, W.B.).

Ef

\---_ - -

)

B,..,,
0RER..
F
0
o
OHMS

0

.....--

NOLE FOR

AfF0
WI

\

1.

3t0

...

111111

lilith'

OUTPUT N7:74

:III

i

.Z TY-

' 1111i '

Z.7--

7.C1111111.!

NT-

BATTERY. -11 -volt grid -bias cell for
S.G. valve (Ever Ready, Siemens.)

11111

illk

EPRTH nER/R1-

The wiring is particularly simple, there being a mere handful of connections. When joining up the
"Square -Peak"" coil you will find the lettering for the various terminals on the metal band round its
middle, and not near the terminals, as you might at first expect.

The two switch controls and the potent iometer merely call for holes such as could be

Three small holes are needed along the
lower edge of the panel for fixing it to the
baseboard.
Then you will need a terminal strip the

11

MN

-

made with a carpenter's brace and one
fin. drill.

Olt%

CHOKE

I AIM

VALVE.-S.G. (Cosset' S.G.215, Mullard

_=

A11111111m1111111111111111111111111111111iimilinimminimE

VALVE

i

Flex, screws, etc.
ACCESSORIES.

..._

III

Cr*

/IF

E

2raim5s.SG..2)1.0, Lissen S.G.215, Six -Sixty

li

TO AW,Oe

MO

tat)
0

---

S. 6V:iLvE

Ready Radio, Ferranti, Lissen).
18 -gauge wire and sleeving (Wearite),
or Lacoline, Glazite, Jiffilinx, Quick-

S.22, Osram S.22, Eta B.Y.6, Tungs-

...

I

=
E

P.M.12 or 12a, Mazda S.G.215, Marconi

SCREEN

SPRGHEM

1

wyre.

i,

50,00,

50,000 -ohm spaghetti resistance
(Lissen, Varley, Sovereign, Ready
Radio, Telsen, Magnum, Bulgin, Tune well, Leweos).
.25 megohm grid -leak and holder
(Telsen, Dubilier, Graham Farish,

E

c,

id1
-04
ti 49

1

-=

mED

IV

-04-mfd. non -inductive fixed eondenser (Dubilier 9200, Telsen, T.C.C.).
1
1-mtd. fixed condenser (Telsen,
T.C.C., Lissen, Dubilier, Igranic,
Sovereign, Ferranti).
1 Terminal strip, 9 in.
2 in.
7 Indicating terminals (Belling Lee,
lgranie, Bulgin, Clix, Eelex).
1

-

1:1)

deep (Peto-Seolt, Ready Radio, Pickett,
Osborn, Gilbert).
1 -0005-mfd. double -gang screened eon denser (Polar Tub),

Peak).

1

0., )

WO

Radio,

1 Disc drive (Polar).
1 Band-pass coil unit (Varley Square

so co.

.00,

Ready

1 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard 10 in.

girs,

I

Panel, 9 in. x 7 in. (Lissen, Peto-

Scott,
Permool,
Wearite).

same length as the baseboard, drilled to
take seven terminals. The spacing of
these terminals is in no way critical ; 1
inch is a convenient spacing unless the
terminals are extra large.

(Continued on next page.)
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the letters " h"' and.-" 1F1 " on the wiring
diagram stand for " fixed vanes " and
" moving vanes " respectively:

THE -" B.P. "- BOOSTER
(Continued from previous page.)

*Ars-

*

When the panel and terminal strip

are ready they can be secured to the

baseboard and the components mounted in

the positions shown in the panel layout
and wiring diagrams.

Only one connection to the moving vanes

is required, because the two sets of vanes
are joined to a common _spindle. The
flexible wire marked " To Anode of S.G.

valve" is connected to the terminal on

the bulb of the S.G. valve.
The G.B. battery is a standard 14 -volt
dry cell and care should be taken to

see that it

HERE ARE THE DRILLING DETAILS

is con-

nected up the right

way round. The

terminal in the centre
of the cell is positive,

and the tag at the

side is negative.
Negative goes to one

side of the -25megohm resistance.

When the wiring

completed the
unit can then be
is

You will, already be acquainted with the
dial settings on the existiner. receiver re-,
quired to -bring in- certain transmissions
which you are in the habit of listening to.
Take, for example, your " local " on the
medium waveband.

Adjust the controls on the set to receive

this station and then turn your attention
to the unit.
Operation and Adjustment.

Pull the two switch knobs on the panel
towards you, thus switching on the S.G.
valve and placing the band-pass coil in the
medium -waveband position.

Rotate, the potentiemeter knob so that

the slider is approximately half -way round
its travel, as in the wiring diagram.
Then adjust the tuning control until you

hear the " local" station.

You can now re -adjust the potentiometer

to the position giving the best volume.
The unit is switched--' over to the long

connected up to the

waves by pushing the wave -change switch
knob towards the panel.

preliminary try -out.

the voltage on the screening -grid of the -S G.

set ready for the
Common Batteries.

I am going to assume that you will be

using common L.T.

and H.T. batteries,

because this has a

The potentiometer in this unit controls

valve, and with some types of S.G.'s a
given setting of the knob may cause the
valve to oscillate. This is quite normal,
and can be remedied by re -adjusting the

knob, and therefore the screening - grid
voltage.

Lastly, a few words about- the ganging.

bearingupon the terminal connections.

On the side of the " Polar " condenser

earth leads are re-

pencil or stick.

existing receiver and
transferred to the

accurately matched.

unit will be found two small star wheels

The aerial and which, can be rotated Ifith the aid of a

moved from the

Full details for drilling the panel are given in this diagram. Although the
tuning knob and escutcheon look somewhat complicated, it will probably
surprise you to know that three holes only are required.

The positions for the " ganged " tuning
condenser and the band-pass coil are decided by their panel controls, viz., the slowmotion device and the wave -change switch.
Both of these components must be

placed so that the two control spindles are
correctly aligned.
At the back of the " gang " condenser.

you will see a screen. This is a small
aluminium or copper shield through which
passes the S.G. valve. The screen can be
permitted to make contact with the casing

of the gang condenser, because both of

these are joined to L.T.- and earth.
It is a simple screen and can quite easily

be made at home from a piece of sheet

"Aerial"

"Earth" terminals on the unit. " Output " on the unit is

joined to the aerial terminal
on the set.

H.T. + on the unit

is

giving a value of 100 or 120
volts.

The L.T.+ and L.T.- ter-

minals on the unit are joined
to their respective terminals
on the L.T. battery or on the
set.

Earth Connection.

H.T.- on the unit is not

this is not by any means insuperable.
One end of the 50,000 -ohm spaghetti
resistance is screwed to the wooden base-

where a separate H.T. battery

H.T. supply is employed and
this terminal is only pro-

vided to meet those cases

This serves as an anchorage and
also for connecting the resistance to the
lead going to the potentiometer, which is
clamped down under the screw head so
that it. is held firmly in contact with the

is used to supply the S.G.

The Wire for Wiring.

before.

loop at the end of the spaghetti,

Now we can proceed with the wirincup. This can be carried out with No. 18
gauge tinned copper wire in systoflex
sleeving, or with one of the insulated connecting wires such as Glazite.

valve in the unit.

If a D.C. mains unit

is

employed the earth connec-

tion is, of course, taken direct

to the special earthing terminal on the mains unit as
In cases where a separate
H.T. battery is used for the

Unit, the H.T. and H.T.terminals are joined direct to

The marking on ,the band-pass unit

the battery.
In the majority of in-

be found on the metal band

stances the same batteries will
be employed for -both the set
and unit..
Now. for some hints on how

precludes any possibility of error in con-.
meting up this component, and the lettering will

encircling the coil.

.With regard to the " gang " condenser,

COMPLETELY CANNED CONDENSERS

ping in the H.T. battery.

joined up when a common

board.

To carry out this adjustment tune in a

weak station and rotate the trimmer wheels
a little at a time until you find whieh setting
gives the best volume.

connected to the H.T. tap-

copper or aluminium. The only difficulty

here is cutting the hole for the valve, but

and

These are the trimmers,

and enable the two tuned circuits to be

to operate the " Booster."

The two -gang condenser is totally enclosed in the metal can seen
here, and besides effectively screening this vital component, it assists
considerably in separating the anode circuit of the S.G. valve from
the rest of the unit.
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NOTES FROM THE NORTH
" The history of North Regional programmes is a history of spasms," says

the writer of this article, in which he criticises the Moorside Edge programmes
for lack of continuity in development and for failure to redeem their promise
to " reflect " the life of the North.
By OUR NORTHERN CORRESPONDENT.
TN Scotland the B.B.C. is promising great
-Ithings as a result of the opening of the

new transmitters at Falkirk. How far

will promises be redeemed ?

Similar high hopes of great local' pro-

gramme achievements were aroused in the
North of England when the Moorside Edge
transmitters came into action more than a
year ago, but I must confess to some feeling

of disillusionment when I think back to

those hopes.
Much of what the North Region has done

the speeches by the Lord Mayor of London
and the Mayor of Morecambe and Heysham
may be available from the Civic Luncheon."
This is not the first time that the B.B.C.

has served up such trifles with the absurd
claim that they reflect the " life " of such

a vast and active province as Northern
England.

Only Rare Attempts.

I feel that if they applied themselves

-

it has done well. My complaint is that it
has not done enough.

*

seriously North Regional officials could
make their programmes a great influence in

the North, for on the rare occasions when
some effort has been made -(for instance,

Talent and Industry.
B.B.C. officials themselves encouraged the

when a series of talks was broadcast by typical Northern workers) it has been done well.

future would be characteristically Northern ;
they stressed the individuality of the
North -countryman ; they said that not

grammes

idea that North Regional programmes in

only was his speech different from the

Looking at the North Regional pro-

this summer, I admire the
tremendous energy the Region has shown
in its ambitious outside broadcast scheme

Southerner's, but he had a temperament, a
mode of life, artistic and intellectual tastes,

A new party called the Micro-pierrots was
established as a permanent organization at
Manchester-gave one performance, and has
not been heard again.
Some time ago there were relays from
theatres .at Leeds and Manchester, and we
were informed that they marked the beginning of increased co-operation between the
B.B.C. and Northern theatres, but no addi-

tional theatres have yet appeared in the
programmes. At one time there was quite

a run of revues produced in the Northern
studios ; we have heard nothing of this sort
for some time.
Instead of advancing steadily all along the

line, the North Region makes " pushes "
here and there at different times ; there is
a flourish of trumpets and a promise of a
great advance, a step forward is taken, but
then the centre of activity is transferred to
another part of the " front."
This may be due to a weakness of organization or inadequacy of staff ; or it may be
owing to the financial allowance' made by
London to the North being insufficient to

support continuous activity in all directions-music, drama, talks, feature programmes, outside broadcasting, and so forth.
Interesting News Items.

And now for a few news items. The date
of the opening of the new Leeds studios is
still uncertain. But it is hoped- to occupy
theth in September.

The Eastbourne

RADIO ON THE ROAD TO LONDON

peculiarly his own.
These Northern characteristics were to be
stressed in the North Regional programmes.

Municipal Orchestra. is

to play at Harrogate

July to September, and it is probable that broadcasts
from

The Moorside Edge transmitter was to be

the Voice of the North, not simply a

Northern culture and temperament would

will be arranged.
The B.B.C. has decided not to broadcast

talent, and Mr. Liveing and his colleagues

staged on a grand

broadcaster of Northern bands and singers,

but a medium through which all this
be expressed.
A year's broadcasting has proved that the
North of England possesses abundant

the open-air production of " Merrie England," which is to be

have worked most industriously and successfully to bring all good -class performers and

scale at Scarborough,
in July.

performances to the microphone. But this

-

does not give the' programme a strong

October.
An innovation at the
new control -room now

If these plans are anything to go by, the
Scottish Regional programmes will, above

under construction at

everything, be programmes of a local flavour.

This motor -bus, journeying between Glasgow and London, is fitted with
a radio receiver for the benefit of travellers. The loudspeaker can be seen
under the central lamp.

The North Regional programmes are
primarily an altrnative provided by
Absurd Trifles.

Now and then, by talks, plays, and

feature programmes, some effort has been

made to justify all the talk' about broadcasting as a reflection of Northern life, but

the job has not been tackled boldly, and
consequently broadcasting in the North of

England today does not hold that high
place in Northern life Which we optimistically 'eipected.

A notice recently sent out from Broadcasting - House, Manchester, to the Press,
read as follows :
"The North Regional. programme tries,
whenever possible, to reflect the life .of the
North; and on June 7th ivhen the neW' Town
Hall at Morecambe and Heysham is opened

the microphone will be there in order that

The Yorkshire

Mummers will broadcast again from Leeds
in July and after_that
they will rest until

Northern identity.
The advance details which have been sent
to me from Edinburgh of Scottish Regional
programmes show that these programmes
are to be essentially Scottish in- character.

Northern artistes to the programmes which
come from London.

.

which is bringing - so many entertaining

relays from holiday resorts to the pro-

grammes. But take away the O.B.'s, and

what is left ?
The weakness of the North Region seems
to be an inability to apply itself energetically in all directions at once. At present it
is so engrossed in outside broadcasting that
studio programmes of a type which demand
considerable research and preparation; such
-

as

plays and feature programmes, are

Edinburgh is that
rectifiers are
used to transform
metal

the A.C. power supply

to D.C. current for charging the bat teries.

The rectifiers charge banks of accumula-

tors for L.T. (6 volts), H.T. (300 volts),
grid -bias (24 volts), microphone energisatien,
(12 volts), and relays (24 volts). These are
housed in a battery room.
The control -

room comprises banks of amplifiers for the
incoming and outgoing land -lines and for
the Edinburgh studio microphones, masses

of fuses and switches, relays and signal
The apparatus is similar to that at
Broadcasting House, London, but on a

practically non-existent in the North.
The history of North Regional programmes is a history of spasms. The Yorkshire Mummers and Lancashire Mummers
Concert Parties were launched with a great

lights.

broadeast alternately every fortnight.: After

grammes passing through en route to

flourish and a statement that they would
two or three appearances the Lancashire
Mummers fizzled out.

smaller scale.

The control desks are 'semi -automatic,
press buttons being used for most operations. Here the engineers supervise pro-

-

Falkirk, and control all programmes,. rehearsals, etc., in the Edinburgh studios. .
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'ANTI NODAL:
SHORT WAVE COIL UNIT
12 to80 metres
The Perfect
Solution
to the

Shortwave Problem
"ANTINODAL"

what it is
and what it does
.

Lis(

V.A.
2:;

131-33

height

.

.

A short wave coil incorporating a loading
inductance which provides or allows an
alternative electrical
position for the aerial
coupling coil. It bridges
dead spots and always
provides sufficient
SMOOTH reaction to
produce oscillation at

THE

ANTINODAL

WILL

all tuning positions.

REVOLUTIONISE

PRESENT SHORT WAVE PRACTICE-it is a
milestone in short wave research that absolutely
overcomes existing limitations.

Stations difficult or

GET THE " ANTINODAL " BOOKLET

in

impossible to receive

can now be tuned
with ease and

This useful publication deals fully with short

e?-rtainty.

wave problems and their solution. It describes

in detail the Antinodal Short Wave Coil Unit
and includes diagrams showing: 1. How to build the Antinodal Short Wave Adaptor.
How to build the Antinodal Short Wave Three.

2.

..... Ask your dealer or us for your free copy

.....

MAKE DOUBLY SURE OF RESULTS-SPECIFY
Advert of Radio Instruments Limited, Croydon, Surrey. Telephones: Thornton Heath 3211.
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By O.H.M.
1 THE MIRROR OF THE B.B.C.

SITUATION IN SCOTLAND
TELEVISION PROGRAMMES-BRIGHTER TALKS-THE
B.B.C.'s NEIGHBOUR-MAGIC AND FARMING,

t
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T HEAR that although the B.B.C. has

I

undertaken to give the Baird Company
a two years' run, Mr. Noel Ash bridge, the Chief Engineer, feels that another
television system will shortly be developed.
Nevertheless, Mr. Ashbridge can be counted
upon to do all he can to preserve the. Baird
supremacy in international competition.
Mr. Kirkwood on Scotland.

I was amused the other day to bear from
a friend in the House of commons of the
discomfiture of Mr. Kirkwood, the Member
for one of the Glasgow constituencies. Mr.
Kirkwood tried to get a question put down
about the administration of broadca,sting
in Scotland.
But it was not accepted, so he was thrown

-

The show is called " Magic in the Air,"

and although at the moment I can tell

you very little about it, listeners may rest
assured it will have something to do with

the profession of which Mr. Maskelyne is so
baffling an exponent.

Maskelvne's Theatre, near which Broad-

casting House is such a newcomer, in
Langham Place, has been attracting its
thousands for many years to. see the

Devant, originally at the St. James's and

Egyptian Halls, and afterwards at St.
George's Hall, where it still remains.
A Farmer at Heart':

The original Maskelyne (Jasper's father)

and Cook were jewellers' apprentices at
Cheltenham, who took up magic after

" seeing through " a spiritualistic performance which they afterwards exposed, and
it is not, therefore, surprising that Jasper
heard the call of the West. Country, -where
he began his career, not as a magician, but
as a farmer.

Ploughing, milking and smithy work
are as well known to him in the practical
sense as practising his illusions, and they

say he only works at magic to make

sufficient- money to be able to retire to a
super -farm where he can experiment. I
in fact, go back to the 1870's to trace the - do not know how well magicians are paid,
beginning of the show first run by Maskelyne but Jasper has givenhis stage performance
and Cook, and later by Maskelyne and five thousand times without a break.
wonderful performances of magic. We must,

"FURTHER OUTLOOK-FAIR AND WARMER"

back on asking the Postmaster -General
whether he would deal with this privately.
So now in addition to Sir Daniel Stephenson, Mr. Cleghorn

Thomson

has

Kirkwood expressing the unrest

of

Mr.

the

West of Scotland.
Dingwall.

The eruptive Provost Murray of Dingwall
has encountered an obstacle. It seems to me
on reading all the correspondence and press

notices on both sides that the going was
easy until the Provost of Dingwall got
himself involved in the politics of international broadcasting.
When he overstated his case, he had not

only Sir John Reith to deal with but also
a namesake from the East Highlands,
Mr. Gladstone Murray. Well, that is the
end of the story as usual.
Dorset Programme.

The B.B.C. is considering aprOposal for

broadcasting excerpts from a Sherborne
Pageant. I hope they take it on and look
for other things of a like nature, always
with programme value.
Adult Education.

As one who believes in the enormous
cultural value of broadcasting, may I put
on record the hope that .adult education
as such may no longer appear in the programmes. I am emboldened to make this
suggestion after locking through the Talks
Schedule for the summer months-a
schedule which seems to me to be admirable,
chiefly because of its restraint- and its

entertainment value.
" Magic in the Air."

They took the portable on holiday with them in case it rained all the time, and they found it such good
company that first it was moved to their hut on the cliff, and then light down on the sands, to provide
music for bathing.
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THE LISTENER'S NOTEBOOK
tY

A rapid review of some of the recent radio programmes,
0-000 4-0-00-00 0-0-0 00 00-0-4-04-04-04-0
-0.4401.. *f
T'VE come to the conclusion that certain solve the world's financial problems just
1 broadcast items, like oysters, should he when they are enjoying, say, d picnic
either in or out of season. Take the supper under some overhanging willows.
evening, for instance, -when A. J. Alan Such discourses sound a little incongruous.
returned to the National programme. Till
his appearance at 10 o'clock, National
listeners hadn't had a moment in which to
listen leisurely ; every item from 6.30 p.m.
onwards had been heavy, demanding our
closest attention.
Even Vernon Bartlett taxed our brains
with problems of inflation and deflation,
--

problems which the best of us can only begin

The name of Maskelyire is known one to unravel. And it was a sweltering hot
might say all over -the world as belonging light, too .!
to a family whose association: with magic has put them for many years upon a higher
plane than most conjurers can ever hope to
reach.
Jasper Maskelyne, the present
head of the house, has already taken_part
in a broadcast programme, and now I hear
he is to -appear in a radio revue, which -he
has himself -written in collabo-ration with
Mr. John Macdonnel, early this month.

Very nice too !

*

**

A. J. Alan, whose fare is always seasonable, broke the spell, however. y I noticed
that his. manner hadn't changed one little
hit (and who would wish it to ?),-'but his
matter would suggest he intends to pander
to the public taste for the detective type of
yarn. " My Adventure at Chislehurst ' was

a good story, although it didn't keep us
guessing long enough? - But perhaps we are
getting more expert.
*

*

This`sort of thing is all right on evenings
when the snow lies on the ground, but when
King Wenceslas has yielded pride of place
to King Sol, such fare, with sundry clouts

It was a strange coincidence that Lord
Ponsonbv should talk on" Listening and
Talking" immediately after "The Pink,

packing. This isn't_ fit entertainment for
river and garden parties.

rude -,--was allow0. to, dominate" the whole,
with -out being credited With a single remark

'and breakfast porridge, should = be dent
Nobody wants to hear Vernon Bartlett

Pink Vase." This way -was remarkable for
the_ fact that one chAracter-Queen Gert(Continued on page 512.)
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EVERYTHING
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ELECTRICAL

the valve with'

the highest overall
amplification of any
2 -volt Screen -Grid

valve in the world

Osram
S.22

Screen -Grid H.F. Amplifying Valve

T h e OSRAM
S,22 can
sup -plied either

metallized
clear.

Of

MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE -MADE IN

1.75 ma/volt

ENGLAND

Compare this with any other 2 -volt screen -grid valve

CHARACTERISTICS
2'0 max
Filament volts
0'2 amp
Filament current
150 max
Anode volts
75 max
Screen -Grid volts
200,000 ohms
Impedance
Mutual conductance 1'75 ma/volt
Price

SPECIAL POINTS Combined high slope and low inter -electrode capacity add range
to the Set.
COmbined adequate electrode clearance and rigid design mean
absolute reliability.

These outstanding advantages are obtained by the use of the :-

Wembley Filament

(Used in "New Series" ()SRAM 2 -volt Valves)
The filament that gives 100 GREATER ELECTRON EMISSION
than any 2 -volt filament obtainable.

srain

166
Specially recommended
for use in 3%valve
!creen=Grid Kits and Sets
For detector and L.F. sell
OSRAM H.L.2 and L.P.2

SOLD BY
ALL
WIRELESS
DEALERS

valve

EXTRA QUALITY WITHOUT EXTRA COST

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
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In theXidlands, Oslo

QOMEBODY (not
a long-distance
wireless man )
said to me the other
day : " Don't you
find it rather dull

is not now a good

STATIONS WORTH HEARING

weak to be worth

station in the stint-

bothering about. I
would pick Kalund-

Witnitiaiiteik,..iliti:

mer tame?'.' I replied:

borg, Huizen, Radio -

" You're thinking of

Paris and Warsaw a
the star performers.
There are so many
good stations on the
medium waveband

as -it was

some years ago ; if

strong, has occasional

days when he is too

being tied to the local

wireless

station as a rule, and
Motala, though often

-

you Want to see wha t

it's like now come
Up-to-the-minute information for the long-distance searcher.
round to my house
that it is difficult to
this evening and ask
for any European station that you want summer from foreign stations as an alterna- select the best. For reliability full marks
tive to the local programmes wireless will must be awarded to Toulouse, Rome,
within reason."
I explained that by " within reason " I take its proper place as an all -the -year- Langenberg, Brussels No. 1, Brussels No. 2,
the Poste Parisien, Hilversum, Heilsberg,
meant that the station must have an ontput round hobby.
Turin and. Trieste. These never seem to
rating of 5 kilowatts or more, and that it
fail, but come in at full strength whenever
must be using a wavelength free from Fewer Atmospherics.
I am glad to be able to report (though I they are wanted.
encroachments - by its neighbOtn. - He did
I handed him the foreign pro- touch wood very firmly whilst doing so)
come.
grammes for the evening, and of the fifteen
stations that he named I was able to obtain
good reproduction from eleven,

that atmospherics are at last giving the _Plenty of Programmes.
Very nearly as good are Florence, Prague,
long-distance man a rest.. The reason, I
think, why they were so bad during the Beromiinster, Sottens, Frankfurt, Milan,

All -the -year-round Listening.

was that we then passed through the

Subsequently I took him for a tour over

the European wave -bands and he was
amazed to discover how large was the

number of stations coming in well enough

for their programmes to be really worth
listening to.

The old idea that wireless is a winter
pastinie dies hard, bat it is dying. Once
the general public realises that genuine
entertainment is available all through the

latter part of May and the first part of June

change from cold to warm weather which
usually occurs several weeks earlier.
Summer, as -we know to our cost, was

long delayed this year-I saw snow in

Devonshire in the middle of May. The
change was therefore rather a violent one,
and atmospherics might be expected to
accompany it.
Superb reception of the long -wave
stations continues with very few exceptions.
the movement of the wire had caused it to do this.

Two of the three valves are no more, and my

OTHER PEOPLE'S
IDEAS
Readers describe their experiences

for the benefit of others, and ex-

plain their methods of overcoming
various troubles.

Ge\tehora and Gleiwitz.

But do not imagine that the stations so
far. named are the only ones worth attention. You never know what you may find
just now. As an- example I may mention
that on a recent evening Lille was picked
up at full loudspeaker strength long before
dark. Other notable captures are Toulouse,
P T T, Brno, Strasbourg and Bordeaux.
The last-named station has been under a
cloud for some little -time, but I have heard
R.W.H.
him on several evenings lately.
85759

H.T. accumulator put on the previous day fully
charged now only shows half charged.
Trusting this will be of use to others.
Yours truly,

L. J, CLEGGETT.

" A READER FOR TEN YEARS."

P.S.-Has the date anything to do with it-it is

June --13th

Maidstone, Kent.

EASILY -MADE TAPPINGS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Reference to " P.W." No. 521, 28th

May,

WRONG WIRING.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

1932,

page

352,

" F.W.L. ( Donnington ) "

-

Dear Sir,-After reading E. C. F.'s (Liverpool)
letter of September '26th, I must congratulate the
staff of " P.W." for the Flexi-Coupled " Comet," Three.
I had the same trouble as E. C. F. I tried new
coils, '002-mfd. condenser, and other parts, but no
better, and what do you think it was ? I had wired
up my differential wrong. The diff, is marked Fl
and F2 in my case, I 'changed over these leads (or

wires) and the set is now fine with reaction working
grand. I thought this may be E. C. F.'s trouble.
Yours truly,
Gravesend, Kent.
F. H. COTTON.
UNLUCKY 13 !
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-May I be allowed to pass on an experience that has just befallen me ? A friend's
set developed a fault which I traced to a broken-down
transformer (one of two metal shrouded ones,
apparently cheap). Having replaced this with a
new one, I set out to test the set. All seemed O.K.

" Itadiotorial "

I have made several crystal sets, trying for
greater volume, and I am interested in this question
and reply.
Unlike F. W. L., I don't like making " tappings."
I evolved a way of multi -tapping soils as per rough
sketch herewith. I have found this system neat,
handy and easily done.
Perhaps this would be of interest to F. W. L.,

and maybe other of my brother readers, if you think
it worth while to use it.
I get a piece of wood or ebonite, say t in. thick,
?, in. broad, and length of coil wanted.
I wind 4
turns (or any number wished) on the former, and lay
on the ebonite strip, say in. forward from turn 4
(or as wished).
Take No. 5 turn right over the ebonite strip, and
proceed winding (the next 2 or 3 turns can easily be

slipped under the strip) till next " tapping " turn.
Slide the strip outwards after each tapping turn.
Finally, having finished the winding, I bared the
wires (i.e., the over -placed tapping turns) with a

Hastily disconnecting the set I checked all the
connections, they were all right. Then I noticed
that some stray ends of flex on the G.B. lead were

small file, and finally scorched off the " fluff " with
a bunsen flame.
I find it easy and neat, and the wire is not injured
by twisting into loops. I think the sketches will
show the idea clearly.
Re your description in words of the wiring of the

shorting internally on to the -primary, thus a. short
circuit was formed when tte flex touched this case,

way to a simple skeleton diagram of the connections.
1 don't like the usual crocodile dip, it is a wobbly
catch.

until I removed a G.B. plug to try a different voltage.
Blue sparks

securely fused to the metal case of the old transformer.
On removing and testing I found that the 'case was

mches

cm

3

crystal set, I would much like it if you see your

4

TN/U' VEGRORD

Mr. Anderson's simple coil -tapping scheme.

I made an improvement by filing down the end

teeth, flattening the ends in a hand vice (making them
rather spoon shaped). I then flattened up the little

" spoon " with solder, making a better and firmer
contact, with the tapped wire.
YOurs very truly,
T. B. ANDERSON.

Belfast.

CHROMIUM PLATING FOR SWITCHES.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
I

Dear Sir,-In your issue of " P.W." dated June 4th

noticed that F. Y. (Crouch End) asked why

chromium -plated switches are not manufactured,
since chromium does not stain. The reason for
chromium not staining is that it stains much more
quickly than most metals 1 This appears to be a
paradox, but it is quite true since a thin, adhesive
skin of oxide forms on the metal almost immediately
on its exposure to the atmosphere. The oxide, of
course, once formed protects the metal and renders
it " stainless." Unfortunately, the oxide acts as a

resistance, so that chromium is not efficient for
switches.

Yours truly,

TO MEASURE

9

Forest Gate, E.7.

4 ryouR PA -55gIC
1

-

JOHN L. S. BRODIE.

-
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Under the above title, week by week, our Chief Radio Consultant comments
upon radio queries submitted by " P.W." readers.
WIMSHURST MACHINES-ABOUT ACCUMULATOR .PLATES-MICROPHONIC
VALVES-A CASE FOR DECOUPLING-EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON
RESISTANCE OF LAMPS.

cabinet

Good for the Garden.

L. B. H. (Sidmouth).-" I have a Wims-

burst machine which is capable of delivering

Could I drive this

a very high voltage.

from a small motor, then rectify the output
from the above machine, by the use of some

form of rectifier, and use this to supply
my set ? "
A Wimshurst machine gives D.C.why rectify D.C.? A Wimshurst

gives D.C. at, I suppose, hundreds of
thousands of volts, and with a power
of one quarter gnat's leg kick !

Let's think-suppose we said that the

output power was a milliwatt at 250,000
volts. Then the continuous current would
bp equal to one 250,000th of a milliampere,

wouldn't it ?-which -isn't enough to work
a wireless set even if you could transform
down the D.C. voltage of 250,000, to 300.
No ! I fear it won't do.
I once drove a Wimshurst by a motor
to charge a network of wires' suspended
above growing vegetables to see if they
grew better. I think they did grow better,
but a cow got in three days before I was

is

covered

i.e.

American

cloth, could cause the trouble ? "
But I think the loudspeaker is mounted
in the cabinet, too. Am I right ? My
dear Watson, it was quite easy. You see,
he talks of microphonic valves. You know
if you tap these they give.a "pong " noise
out of the loudspeaker.
Now, if the loudspeaker is quite close
to the valve, the noise from the speakersent direct through the air or maybe sent
as vibrations through the common cabinet
-acts on the valve again, which makes it
pong again, which makes the loudspeaker
emit. more pong noise, which is -just the
noise to which the valve is sensitive,
which therefore passes it on to the speaker,

which passes -it back to the valves, which
This
passes it back to the speaker.
government office (or B.B.C.) procedure continues indefinitely, and the whole set howls.

To- PREVENT MOTOR -BOATING

to, weigh cemparative crops, and caught its

tail on the high volts and did a lot of
damage.

Don't address your letters direct to Capt.
Eckersley ; a selection of chose -received by the

Query Department in the ordinary way will be
answered by him.

of causes which may act singly or. together.

There is a fundamental cure, and that is
to decouple one stage from another.
One loudspeaker works ; another doesn't.
Presumably, the feeds are the same. But

the anode impedances are not, and this
has upset the circuits. So decouple as
shown in the diagram.

Not What He Expected.

J. K. (Hornsey).-" I recently arranged
a small charger from my D.C. mains to
charge a small 2 -volt accumulator at -25
ampere, a 60-w. lamp being connected in
series with the mains. I then wished to
reduce the charging current to roughly

-125 ampere, and therefore connected
another 60-w. lamp in series with the first.
" On checking with an ammeter. I found

Essential Coating.,

that actually the new charging rate was

P. R. (Hatfield).-" I understand that

not -125 ampere, and should be pleased if

accumulator plates are coated with an

oxide of lead. Why not use pure lead
plates ?

" Surely these, would be better, since

they would not disintegrate1 Or it is essen-

tial to coat them in this way ?
The process of making a battery,

evolved through the ages as it were,
is very complex, but the whole principle involves the oxidization of the
plates.

The difficulty is to get the oxides to
stick to the plates, and all sorts of ingenious processes are invented for just
the purpose of making the oxide stick
firmly. . The pure lead doesn't work well,
but the oxide -coated plate does.
*

*

Really Quite Easy.

M. G. (Blackpool).-" My set operates
quite satisfactorily providing that it is not
placed in the cabinet which I have made
for it. In the cabinet it does nothing but
hOwl and motor -boat.

" Changing the valves has no - effect
whatsoever, with the result that micro phonic valves can be ruled out Is it
possible that the material- with which the

The' fundamental cure for motor -boating is

to decouple thoroughly the different anode
circuits. Such decoupling applies particularly to
the detector valve:

Cure ? (1) Wrap up the valves in cotton
wool ; (2) load them with plasticine ;

(3) get anti-pong holders (may or may not
do) ; (4) move the speaker ; or (5) stop it
vibrating the cabinet. One has a. lot of
choice, my dear Watson, a lot of choice.
"The Circuits are Upset."

G. B. R. (Mundsley).-" I have a four valve receiver which has been working well
for over two years. I recently acquired a
moving -coil loudspeaker, complete with

built-in transformer, and haVing removed

you could suggest where the error has
occurred, as connecting two lamps or

resistances in series should_ normally double

the resistance in circuit and so halve the
current."

I think th, explanation here is that the

resistance of a lamp is proportioned by the
temperature of the filament.
Thus, carbon, I think, decreases in
resistance as it gets hotter, but metal

increases in resistance as it gets
hotter.

Calculating from your figures that you
have 240 -volt mains (60 -watt lamp, 0.25
amp.), and that therefore the back E.M.F.
of your cell as negligible, and assuming

also that you had metal lamps, then

putting two in series would create a less

the choke output filter in the receiver,
connected the speaker transformer terminals to the anode of the power valve
and H.T. ±. Severe motor -boating was

resistance than twice the resistance of. one

It's very difficult to say. categorically
it is due to, such and such. In general,

ture. With carbon the reverse process would.
occur. I am not absolutely sure about this,
and the gas -filled lamps may do something

-there would be a current greater

than'

expected.

evident with the speaker and transformer.

But this greater current is not so great as
to raise one lamp to its original tempera-

motor -boating 'takes place because of
retroactive couplings from stage to stage --7

funny, but my general explanation-that

a coupling which may- be due toa variety

temperature effects resistance-is right.
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W. A. L. (Choppington), with a very nice.
letter full of DX.
I understand that we may expect some
7 -metre transmissions from Broadcasting

House very shortly now, and that the

intends, to carry out intensive tests
On,. the absorption effect of steel -frame
buildings. 1f the wave bears any relation.
at all -to 5 metres, reception in London '
should be very ,curiouS indeed.
mitring my -(5 -metre tests throughout the:

E must open up *-.---,.....--4.--.-4-4.-4- ...... -4---...-4--.- * the knowle M WarWthis week with

an item of bad
news. I bear from

t+ All the latest set and station news

tabout this fascinating waveband by
, our own expert. Those taking up
short waves for the ' first time, as
well as the old hand at the
game, will find the information of

wick.shire, not Hampshire
Our. old -friend, Alf
-

1-

-

past fortnight I have found that a building
of any kind, close to the :receiver con-,
stitutes a serious obstruction, but that hills
buildings at' a greater distance -de not
seem th matter at all.
Some Queer =Effects._

.

.

Using -a_ super -regenerative affair with
W. H. R. that the
Mann, of Middles- one stage -Of L.F., I have been able -to drive
Bandoeng Tuesday
bro', Is another , a car with the 'phones on, and follow -every
afternoon broadcasts
" single " man. But word at speeds up to 45 m.p.h. 'Trees and
great help during sojourns on the
are being discontinued
he is keen : on using buildings temporarily blot out signals, but
higher frequencies.
at once. By the time
H.F., and suggests in one -direction. in which the country is
you read this they *-.--4.-4.--49--...-. -4. ----- -4. -4,. -4.-*----40- -.441. -4.* that a neutralised flat; there have been no dead-spotS at all.
will have been " detriode might bCnieftil
My aerial is situated on the side of a
parted" for three weeks or mere. W. H. R. instead of the more usual S.G. - It certainly gently -sloping hill: and sionals are very
has been told,'in a letter from the- station is, A. M., but operation is a -little tricky, stieng indeed at the topbut. as soon as one
director himself, that the " bad times " are and I don't really find it worth the trouble is more .than_a hundred yards over the crest
responsible for this, and that, " hoping .unless I am out after something very special.: -of th,cliill.theyidisappear einniiletely, and
better days are near," they may possibly
New stations mentioned by A. M. include do not come up again for four or five miles,
Stamboul (approx. 25 metres), D E Q at which distance they are terribly weak.
resume one day.
(28.5),, and D G B (19-73). I think the These tests are all carried out with an
News from Australia.
aerial consisting only of four
We are all sorry to lese-themthose of
or five feet of wire slung up
5

us, that is, who have been lucky enough
to be able to listen on Tuesday afternoons.
Hard luck, Bandoeng !
Other news items include a suggestion

RADIO SCIENCE IN ROME

or eight --active' transmitters
working on 5. metres within

2 p.m., and 5 to 7 p.m., all G.M.T. Madrid,
on 30.4 metres, is asking for reports, which
should be sent to Station E A Q,.Transradio
Espanola, P.O. Box:951, Aranjuez,i'Madrid.
The Zeesen stations also have had:a change
round, and I understand that D J A
. (31.38 metres) takes over from D J B
(19.73 metres) at 6 p.m.

a radius- of ten miles from
my ;station, I can only receive one of them. He is
quite strong, although to
look at the :map you would
think he was the one station
that I should be unlikely to

I am afraid I forgot to mention that our
regular correspondent, W. W. (Exeter),

receive !..

qualifies for H.A.C., with his list of stations

On .Low Power.

heard hetween May 15th and 26th. Wel-

Since none of these transmitters uses more than eight

come to. our august association, W...WA

Letters expressing amazement-- at- the
results obtainable on one valve -continue
to pour in, most of them thanking me for
my- " Single," as -described in "

or ten watts. I am quite

optimistic about receiving
t he B.B.C. - 7 -metre broadcast -without much trouble.
As a little practice in
"gettirig down," I suggest
that; readers might see how

can only say, in all modesty, that the results

are not accounted for by any wonderful
designing on my part. although I -do take
the credit for persuading people to give .a
" single " a trial.
Those of you that haven't yet -done so
should mend your ways, -arid add -to the

many of the following active
stations they - can find:
Buenos Aires -.(14.47); Rugby (14.70); Nauen (14.97) ;
Leopoldsville, Belgian Con-

stream of letters.

Room for Improvement.

go (14.97)-that's a station
-worth- getting !-and Law-

As a result of much weary work with

different circuits on 5 metres I have come
to the conclusion that there is still plenty
of room for improvements, even with
" detector -only " sets. Some weird and
wonderful circuits that I have been trying
show great promise. More of this later.
Inquiries from Hampshire, particularly
from W. F. W. (Botley), indicate that the
remarks on the one -valuer from W. P. MeG.
have aroused some interest: The gentleman

mentioned seems to be mildly sceptical,
and wants to meet W. P. MeG. in person.
Unfortunately, the latter reader hails from

car, and probably

signals could be received

quite well just over the bill
with a full-size aerial.
..Although there are seven

that V K 2 M E is shortly going hack to
the old hours of 6 to 8 a.m., 10-' a.m. to

-

-in

The Vatican City at Rome, not only has its own short -waive broadcaster

working.on wavelengths of 19'84 and 50'26 metres, but it also takes
advantage of electrical amplification to enable services to be heard
clearly by large audiences. One of the many loudspeakers employed

is shown in this photograph.

latter should be D J B, although there may
be two separate stations on that wave, A

new commercial 'phone station-Cairo-On 28 -metres is also mentioned.

-A. M., by the -way, is also qualifiedfor
H. A.C., although I should imagine that he
heard the necessary six continents some
years ago ! Yet another new member is

' renee-Ville (15.13).

I have heard them all

myself, although Leopolds-

ville took me a long time
and plenty of trouble.

I have two receivers for 7 metres : my
ordinary set " cut down," and the 5 -metre
-affair "grown up." It will be interesting
to see whieh-futs_rip thel aest_performance.
1CI: ordinary receiver is so bad on 5 metres,

compared with the special set, that there
is not much doubt in my mind as to the
result of the test.

:5('5
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ONOENSER
O.C.

I' G. C.
kaiTIC t.Z.N11$
enkty,414,1101.

2 23 1 3

.. .

MPh 60E0E1
Cc. 1.v

:Ora.

tOSZP

,
.

Cap.

PROOF

D.C. Voltage

Mid.

WORKING

4

440

460

7

460

500

8

440

460

PEAK

in tangible form
of T.C.C. research
IN these aqueous electrolytic condensers
is seen one of the results of T.C.C.'s
research in tangible form. They represent the very latest development in condenser practice-again T.C.C. lead the field
-as they always have for the past 25 years.

6

So complete is the T.C.C. organisation, with
its experimental and test laboratories, its

advanced manufacturing facilities, that every
possible demand of the experimenter,the ama teurand commercial setdesigner can be quickly
met. A small mica c_ondenser-a high voltage
paper condenser or any condenser for a special
purpose and T.C.C. are equipped to produce
it. That is T.C.C.'s interpretation of service

-and your assurance of a perfect product.

P.T.

Z5

Replace your power

valve with a Listen

Power Pentode-P.T.225-- and immedi-

ately you get a big
step up in volume.

Where before you got

TINCECO

whisper, now you
get a torrent of pure
sound. Yet it takes

a

ALL-BRITISH

no more H.T. current
than the power valve
it

CONDENSERS

replaces. Ask

next time for Listen
225.

The Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd,, Wales Farm Road, N. Acton, W.3

9 75'

PT

Price

12,''`6

LISSEN LIMITED, WORPLE ROAD,
ISLEWORTH
MIDDLESEX.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

esfod and
Found--- ?

We have employed the converter for supplying current to
various

instruments,

ranging

from simple H.T. units up to

A ROTARY CONVERTER.

THE advantages of A.C. over D.C. are
many and varied. Indeed, it is no

exaggeration to say that many things
are possible with domestic A.C. supplies
which cannot be done with D.C. of ordinary
household voltages.
Further, development in D.C. uses seems

to lag behind and it often happens that
no attempt at all is made to produce D.C.

equivalents of new and intriguing A.C.
apparatus.

However, it

is

possible for owners of

FROM D.C. TO A.C.

a large radio -gram embodying
mains S.G. valves and an electric turntable.
In all cases the results given
were, as far as the Wates
Converter was concerned, quite
above reproach. There is certainly a slight
mechanical hum- from the machine, but if
it can be placed in a different room from
the set, that is no disadvantage at all, for
the machine doesn't make anything like
the noise which an ordinary domestic
motor of the refrigerator or vacuum
cleaner type generates.

We consider that the \Yates Converter
is a fine piece of electrical engineering,
completely spark-free brushes and silent
bearings will command the respect of all
who are -able to appreciate such things.
A SECOND INSTALMENT.

And now we come to the second instal-

clear that the R.D. resistance is obtainable
in direct -mounting and plug-in types, and
the latter is illustrated in the accompanying
photograph.

Here, also, you will see the on -off and
change -over types of the
Wearite push-pull' switches.
Both are excellent com-

ponents and the change-

over one has an ingenious

But I must make
one criticism,, and that is
that it is possible for all
three points to short together in an -intermediate
position which will hold
action.

The Wates Rotary Converter made by The Standard Battery Co.

mains to transform their current
into A.C. and enjoy the benefits of this
form of supply.
The Standard Battery Co. is now making
an excellent rotary converter. It is

designed for a 220 -volt D.C. input, and
Model A is able to give an output of 80
watts at 220 volts A.C. of 50 cycles frequency. This model casts El 1 10s. Od.,
complete with silencing and smoothing
boxes.

Model B has an output of 180 watts, and
the price of this, complete, is £13 5s. Od.
Either model can be wound for certain other

voltages at appropriate extra charges.

We have recently been conducting a
series of tests with Model B, and these

have proved entirely successful.
The machine runs very smoothly indeed

and there is no vibration. The output
is clean-far cleaner than many ordinary
A.C. supplies.

is a most interesting production and costa
only Os.

0(1-,

In conclusion, we again congratulate
Messrs. Wright and Weaire in producing
such an attractive range of inexpensive,
ingenious and well -made components.
PLEASE NOTE

Manufacturers and traders are invited

to submit radio apparatus of any kind
E for review purposes. All examinations

and tests are carried out in the " P.W."

Technical Department with the strictest
of impartiality, under the personal super= vision of the Technical Editor.
We should like to point out that we
prefer to receive production samples
FE.
picked from stock, and that we cannot
- in any circumstances undertake to
= return them, as it is our practice

indefinitely.

This might cause trouble;
but it is a fault which, I think, could easily
be eliminated.
Finally, we have the Wearite combined
volume control and mains on -off switch,

and this is indeed quite a masterpiece.
It is a compact- one-,

hole panel -mounting
component and com-

prises that excellent

= thoroughly to dissect much of the gear
= in the course of our investigations !

And readers should note that the

subsequent reports appearing on this
page are intended as guides to buyers,

E and are, therefore, framed up in a readily
E readable manner, free from technicalities
a- unnecessary for that immediate purpose.

A GOOD SWITCH.

I cannot 'conceive of anything more
irritating than a " treacley " switch. And
vet there are plenty of them about. You

know the kind of switch to which I referit has- no definite " on " or " off " position
and noiselessly, or even with a misleading
click, slides through a " no -man's land "
which may be either an " on " or " off "
condition.

You never know which, so that

the set can quite- easily be left on for a

whole night because the switch has failed
to do its job properly.
Bearing all this in mind, I offer a hearty
welcome to the switch which Gedrge
Becker, Ltd., are now manufacturing.

It has a perfect " snap " action, and you
cannot, however mueli you try, make it
" stay put " at any intermediate point
between right " on and right " off."
It is a well -designed switch in other
respects too, for it has large self-cleaning
contacts and is of clean, robust construction. I particularly like the firmly
fixed terminals and the clean moulding
which comprises the frame.
My sample is a 4 -ampere 250 -volt type
suitable for radio -grams, mains units,

etc., and this last gives the clue to its

If all radio switches
were designed to handle high voltages I
don't suppose we'd ever have had those
satisfactory design.

treacley ones inflicted on us !

SOME FURTHER WEARITE COMPONENTS

having built on it a
switch which auto-

matically operates at

the one end of the

travel of the control

It

is

a perfect

mechanical and electrical
conbination.

"P.W." readers
should ask their

If-

T1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

volume control which
I described last week,

knob.

F7.

E..--

and such points as its generous -sized.

ment of the Wearite components (the
first batch was dealt with in last week's
issue). In the first place I must make it

D.C.

dealers to let them see this coneponent, for it

The on -off and change -over push-pull switches, a plug-in R.D. resistance and
the combined volume control and on -off switca.

5( 7
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A COMPACT
ALL -MAINS FIVE
Some interesting details of the Blue Spot W.S.400
A.C. Receiver.

fairly powerful stations to

has a continuous tuning range of from 200
to 2,000 metres, and it is therefore more
than usually suitably entitled to the rather
worn phrase, " a set giving real programme

noises.

value.

though it takes a little

Available on H.P. Terms.

the set was commendably
silent as regards mains
Selectivity is very good,

practice before advantageous

An inductor type loudspeaker is incorporated.

THE screened -grid valve has been on

the Blue Spot W.S.400 is the fact that it

be spoiled, On the ordinary
aerial and earth arrangement

use of the volume control,
which is a series aerial condenser adjust-

It can be bought on hire purchase at

The retail price is
17 guineas, or on extended payments it
very moderate terms.

ment, -can be made.

can be obtained fora very small deposit of

has remained for the British Blue
Spot set designers to incorporate it in a

Provision for Pick=up.

quite low value.
The cabinet is of oak, and makes a very
handsome piece of furniture. Other Blue

points, the receiver which we have just

and the change -over switch controls this in
Such a manner that there is no need for the

the market for some time now, but it

15s.

9d., and twelve instalments of

commercial set in other than its originally
intended capacity. For this particular
reason, regardless of other interesting

A gramophone pick-up can be connected to the set with the greatest ease,

referred to is worth close attention.

pick-up to- be removed when listening to
radio. It is just left in position ready for

Screened-Crid L.P. Stage.

valves

use when desired.
.The size of the receiver. is such that it is

energised moving -coil speaker on board,
obtainable in two grades of walnut ; then

three respectively acting as detector,
power and rectifier valves. But the

appearance
corner of the room;
will harmonise with any type of furnishing

This is also available in two designs.

amplifiers ; one is, and the other is employed as- a resistance -capacity -coupled

aims of the

It contains two screened -grid

among its " battery " of five, the other

very easily installed in any convenient

S.G. ,valves are -not both acting as H.F.

scheme.

L.F. valve giving an unusually high degree
of amplification between the detector and

the power output valve.
The circuit thus resolves itself into
S.G. det., L.F., and power, with a valve
rectifier for power supply from the A.C.

Neatness and efficiency have been the
designers

throughout the

Spot models accompanying the W.S.400

are available in various finishes. There is
the W.400, which can be obtained in oak or

`walnut, the Table Grand, which has an

there is the Upright Grand, which is the
table grand supplied with a pedestal.
-

Another Model Without Loudspeaker.

The \V.400 is very like the W.S.400 in
its conception, but it

COMPACT AND WELL SCREENED

has no loudspeaker
incorporated. It has

a different shape of

cabinet, but as in the
matter of all the sets
above mentioned. it

mains. So much. for the actual circuit
of the set. Now for a more general descrip-

is the same internally,

tion and details of its capabilities.

having the same cir-

receiver is of the table type, with a particu-

All the Blue Spot
receivers are backed
by the guarantee and

cuit.

As you will see in the illustrations, the

larly , handsome. cabinet, and containing,
the famous Blue Spot inductor type
speaker 100U. A neat metal, panel holds

service

of the com-

pany, and in every set
provision is made for
the use of extra
loudspeakers if re-

the. controls, of which there, are only five.

These are reaction; wave -change and

pick-up switch, volume, tuning, and on -off.

The arrangement is simple, making the
set very easy to control and operate. A.

quired.

main

tuning control is a great help in getting

There is no doubt
that the sets have

the last ounce out of the set when listening
to distant stations.
Small Aerial Sufficient.

been very well thought
out, and that they
should give every sat-

isfaction in the hands

vernier concentric tuning knob on

And talking about distant stations, it is
as- well to point out that the power of the
set is such that there is no need for a large
aerial; a small outdoor or indoor -aerial is
all that is needed for comfortable reception
of 30 or 40 programmes during the average

of purchasers, no matter in what district
This back view of the set shows how the valves are arranged, and gives a
good idea of the completeness of the screening,

As a matter of fact,- there is no
need for an aerial at all if you are not out to
get a large number of foreigners, for the
receiver is provided with a mains aerial

construction of the Blue Spot W.S.400,
and they have very successfully achieved

electric light wiring as the aerial. On this -there was a slight A.C. hum, but
not sufficient to cause the reception of

ceiver, and, as we remarked before, the

evening.

arrangement that allows you to use the

their object.
Quality of reproduction, too, is of a high
order for a completely self-contained re-

volume is all that can be desired.
One -of the most interesting points about

(as long as they are
on the A.C. mains)

in which they reside.

The arrangement

for voltage adjustment is very easy to
understand, and nobody should have
the least qualm about fixing the W.S.400
on their mains, and setting the receiver
for the correct voltage. The system of
plug and socket in the metal box at the
rear of the set makes the task amazingly
easy.
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'PHONES FOR VALVE SETS.

T. A. M. (Denny, Stirlingshire).-" The following little point concerning telephones is
one which I have not seen mentioned, and yet
it must be uppermost in many peoples' minds
in this district, where the conditions of receiving broadcasting have been entirely altered by
the new station at Falkirk.
" It concerns the use of a valve set instead
of a crystal, and the question is, can the same
'phones be used ? My own pair have always
been looked after carefully, and are in first-

class condition, leads sound, and results

sensitive when compared with other people's
'phones.

"If I get a one -valve set, the 'Cosmic' One.
can I use these 'phones on it, or are a different
type necessary with a valve ? "

There is no reason why the 'phones should not be
completely satisfactory on the valve set. You do not
say what the resistance of the 'phones is, but most
likely they are of several thousand ohms resistance.

which will mean that they can be joined direct in
the plate circuit of the valve-but make sure they

All Editorial communications should be addressed to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tanis House, Tanis Street, London, E.C.4.
The Editor wilt be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to wireless

work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Event care wilt be taken to return
MSS_ not accepted for publication. A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with every article. AU
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc.. to be addressed to the Sole Agents. Messrs. John H. Lite. Ltd..
4. Ludgate Circus, London. E.C.4.
The' constructional articles -which appear from time to time in this fournal are the outcome of -research
and experimental work carried out with a view to improving the technique of wireless reception. As much o/
the information given in the columns of this paper concerns the most recent developments in the radio world.
some of the arrangements and specialties described may be the subjects of Letters Patent, and the amateur
and the trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before doing so.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

will be reflected by changes in the secondary. Any
interruption, any rise or fall in value, will be faithfully indicated.
If the numbers of turns in the windings are equal,
say, 500 turns in the primary and 500 turns in the

THE L.F. TRANSFORMER.

But if the secondary has twice as many turns as the
primary, the effect will be' to
produce twice as high a volt-

" SCHOOL

secondary, the effect will be approximately equal, too.

" (Northampton).-" How does a

low -frequency transformer Work ? "
To understand the first principles of its action you
must. appreciate that every electric current flowing
through a wire is Moans accompanied by a considerable magnetic field existing around that wire.

When the current starts to flow the field starts to
build up. All the time the current is flowing the field

exists around the conductor. When the current
ceases to flow, the field collapses.
There are some extraordinarily interesting consequences resulting from this. For just as an electric
current will not flow along a wire without creating
t1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Li

DO YOU KNOWthe Answers to the following Questions ?
There is no " catch " in them ; they

age in the secondary as in

the primary.
is quite impossible to
give even a brief outline of
the
uses to which such
a device can be put, or of the
manifold rules governing its
construction aad operation.
But probably enough has

are connected the right way round.
Even if your 'phones are of a special low -resistance
type sometimes employed for crystal sets, they wilt

probably give quite good results and satisfactory
reception when connected as above, though generally
such 'phones are better worked not direct from the
telephone terminals of the- set, but through a slept -10\01 telephone transformer.

AN ALL -WAVE THREE-VALVER.

J. D. (Finchley, N.12).-" I wonder if yon

could tell me of a good all -wave three -valve set

for working 'phones or L.S. ? It must be
selective as we are only 8 miles from the
London transmitters at Brookmans Park, in a

slight dip with a good number of houses around,
and one or two trees as well.

" Iwas told this would be no use at all for

WHAT'S WRONG ?

been said to enable you to

a picture of

form
functioning.

its

The primary winding is that
coil which is connected at one

end to the terminal marked
" H.T.+." and at the other
end to' the terminal marked
"P." The secondary winding
(which generally has more
turns) is joined to the termi-

Those extremely useful Spaghetti resistances, while being quite robust,
may cause trouble if not handled properly.
*

*

*

nals marked G. and G.B.

If you find one too long, don't shorten it by tieing tight knots in it,
-just make a " gentle " loop knot.

compare your own solutions with those

double thatnumber, the transformer has a ratio of 1 :7, etc.

On the other hand, if one happens to be just too short, don't try to
lengthen it by stretching, or trouble is bound to result. Fix a piece of
wire to one tag by a nut and bolt or by clamping to the baseboard with
a screw.

this number of " P.W."

eats which are the basis of
the transformer, it has a core of soft iron or alloy
which, by helping the magnetic action, plays an

If it has three and a half
times as many turns as the
primary, the transformer has
a ratio of 1 : 3i. If it has

are just interesting points that crop up
in discussions on radio topics. If you
like to try and answer them, you can

In addition to the two

that appear on a following page of
=(1)

Where

is Britain's new West
Regional station being built ?

(2) What foreign station
wavelength

of 1000

works

metres ?

important part in the operation.
A good transformer is highly efficient, and almost
as much power can be drawn front its secondary as is
fed into its primary. In other words, there is but very
little loss in the instrument itself.
As electrical power is the product of voltage and
current., it will be realised that when the voltage is
stepped up-by increasing the number of turns on the
secondary in proportion to the primary, so as to get

on a

(3) What would be the capacity of two
(4)

one-microfarad condensers connected in parallel ?
To which side of the D.C. mains

a greater voltage in the secondary -the current
which can then be drawn from the secondary will be
correspondingly smaller than the current in the

should the positive terminal of an
accumulator
charging ?

be

connected

for

(5) Does it matter if a fully -charged
accumulator is stood aside and not
used for 3 or 4 months ?

primary.

Otherwise, more power would be drawn
from the secondary than was put into the primary
which, of course, is unthinkable.

S.W. reception, as it would screen the aerial.
If this is so, I suppose it means me giving up
the idea of getting on to the short waves
" Must the aerial be 30 ft. high ? This I
understand, is the required height for a S.W.
aerial ; the one in use now is only 25 ft. I

should like a set that will work best on the
short waves if possible."

For the purpose we recommend one of the " P.W."
" Cosmic " receivers-the original " Cosmic " Three
(see " P.W." No. 506, February 13th), or the " Cos-,
mic Star " (details and blueprint of which were given
in " P.W." No. 507).

(Continued on page 510.)

E --

"P.W." PANEL No. 78.
magnetism around it, so also moving magnetic fields

cannot be created around a second wire without
causing electric current to flow in it..

Thus, if two wires are placed very close together,
but not touching, and a current flows in one of them
(called the primary), the magnetic field accompanying

that current will cut across the neighbouring wire
(the secondary), and will tend to produce a second
current in it..

Moreover, every change in the primary current

THE COUNTERPOISE EARTH.

It is sometimes recommended that a " counterpoise " be used instead of a direct connection to earth,
to minimise interference.

F.

The counterpoise consists of a network of wires-usually 3 or 4-stretched underneath the aerial
at a distance of a foot or so above the ground.

E-

It must be carefully insulated, like the aerial, and its bulk is. another drawback
it proves
of little or no value in many cases of interference, but in certain, circumstances; amoreover,
counterpoise is a
great advantage.

E

Fr.

.
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DISTORTION/

TRACK ITS CAUSE WITH

THIS WONDER INSTRUMENT

Don't WONDER what's the

matter with your radio set. Get

an "An -in -One" Radiometer

and FIND OUT. Even the
novice can trace any radio

trouble in a few minutes with
the "All -in -One" Radiometer.

Tests everything. No other
instrument

like it.

Ask to see it demonstrated at your radio
or electrical dealers.

If any
write

This is the Type 9200 condenser
intended primarily for use where

difficulty

direct to:-

lowest radio frequency imped-

PIFC0 Ltd.,

High Street,
MANCHESTER.

Common-Neg.

-

120 jk
4

$

The

500 volts D.C.- Capacities from
01

t'irPrices from

Condensers

VOLTS

3

ance is required. Ideal for by-pass
purposes in H.F. circuits.
Working voltage 250 D.C., tested

/e/fre
11.6000Q

which never

VAMI MOW R51

let you down
t

for
Standard
Battery Sets only. In
dark - maroon bakelite

S3

De Luxe High Resist-

Model

ance Model for Electric
Receivers and Mains
Units.

case.

12'6

The SHERLOCK

HOLM ES or

RADIO

2 -0

are made only by

DUBILIER
E.5

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO.

(19 2 5) LTD.
Ducon Works, Victoria Road, North Acton. W. 3
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(Continued from page 50.)
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THE ANSWERS

expensive test that will show up such damage.

The only useful test, apart from that of the

TO THE QUESTIONS ASKED ON
PAGE 508 ARE GIVEN BELOW :
(1) At Wfishford Cross, near Watchet, Somersetshire.

7

I

;:

4,e.
1

\

`.a N

N

_ (2) Leningrad.
E (3) Two microlarads.
g, (4) To the positive side of the mains.
(5) Yes, such treatment is harmful, and likely
-to lead to salphation.
(Most accumulators nead recharging every

month or more often, and disuse is much morn
.12

Moreover, most purchasers who have been unlucky

enough to get- a dud valve have found the ,British
valve manufacturers very reasonable as regards
replacenient, but it cases where the manufacturer
rules that he is not responSible for the damage, and
the dealer disclaims responsibility also, there is
really nothing that the purchaser can do about it.
Pentodes, owing to the small spacing allowed
between electrodes, are very, liable to damage by
mechanical shock, and there is no simple and in-

harmful than regular discharge and charge.)
DID YOU KNOW THEM ALL ?

filament, is to see, that electrodes are not touching
by means of a. " 'phones and dry cell " or similar
test.
OVERLOADING. THE DETECTOR.

F. J. J. (Croxley Green).-" The set

is a

Det. and 2 L.F.-and in Reading

four

it gave superb quality. BO, to my surprise,
it now ' hisses ' on the local stations, though
quality on the distants,' like Radio -Paris,
remains as good as ever.
" Is it something to do with the distance
from Brookmans Park being reduced ? I
Should suppose so, except for the fact that
,

4

These sets-and particularly the " Star" model-

control (on the detector -circuit
primary) does not remove the hiss.

on medium and long waves. There is no coil -changing

condenserslightly seems to improve the local

simple wave -change Arrangements.

All your symptoms point to the overloading of the
detector., The cure is to insert a " pre -detector "
volume control.
This may take the form of a very small capacity,
condenser in the aerial circuit, or of a potentiometer.

ii1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111114111111111::

made short-wave reception extremely -easy, while
rettining to the full simplicity and ease,, of handling
necessary. but merely switch Alterations to go from
one waveband to another.
You certainly should not give up the idea of getting
on to the short waves, as it is much simpler than you
suppose, especially if a " Cosmic" is chosen, with its
And you have been misinformed about the aerial :

good short-wave results are possible on a " 25 -footer,"
for aerial height and aerial efficiency generally proves
far less important on short-wave working than on the
ordinary wave -lengths.
The " Cosmic " Three and the " Cosmic Star " glee

loudspeaker results, but if you desire a simpler set.
for 'phone reception either the " Cosmic " One
(" P.W." No. 521), or " Cosmic " Two (No. 516), will
suit your purpose admirably.

THE CARE OF PENTODES.
G. P. (Islington, London, N.).-" It appears

to be necessary, when purchasing a new valve,

to ascertain in some way or the other that
other electrodes are O.K. as well as the
filament..

" I purchased a . . . pentode valve a
month ago, and on use it seemed fairly
.

satisfactory, except that it occasionally gave
a series of retorts. Suddenly, without any
warning, it ceased to function, although
the filament remained intact, and I returned
it to the makers.
" They told me that the valve had received
a severe knock, and displaced the electrodes,
and they could only replace on payment of
six shillings and threepence.
" This state of affairs seems unsatisfactory,

for the valve, whilst in my possession, had
most decidedly received no knock,

and

neither they nor the place where it was
purchased feel inclined to accept any responsibility for what was undoubtedly the
issue or sale of a defective valve.

" It would interest me, and possibly many
of your readers also, for you to give advice as

to how one can detect any defect in the
grid or anode electrodes of a valve before
purchase.

" The filament test is all the shopkeepers

voluMe

" But I notice that de -tuning the H.F.

reception.

" What would be the cause of that ? "

-

Or you might arrange a small indoor aerial for
local listening, and switch over to the main aerial
only for distance. (There are many advantages in
this method, such as freedom from extraneous
noises, easy earthing of main aerial. etc.) But to get
rid of the trouble, all- you' -need is to reduce the
input to the set on local station work, so you should
find it an easy matter.
ADDING VOLTS TO AN OLD H.T. BATTERY.

J. J. (Llandudno).-" Being -out of work,

I have to economise to, the bone, and' it is a

real tragedy when a new H.T. battery

is

needed, as now. Instead of over 100 volts,
it now shows only 70, and I have wondered if,.
instead of having to lay out on a whole new
battery, it would do if I got six or seven dry
cells to make up the volts ?:
-'
-

" Could I add these to the old battery (if
necessary, backing them up by a couple of
new ones in a week or two's time), or must
it be a whole new battery ? "

We are afraid the idea of adding cells in this way
is not a bit of good.
, -

The trouble is not merely that the old battery is
weak-too few-volts-but its internal resistance has
gone up-too many ohms. This always happens
when a dry battery gets old, and the effect 13 to
cause distortion; motor -boating, instability, etc.,

which cannot be cured unless the old battery is
removed.
Backing it up with a new one-even a new one
of equal original voltage-is no good, because, it
does not remove that high internal resistance.
_

The way to do that is to disconnect the old battery
altogether and make a present of it to the dustman.
.11111111111111111111111111111i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111thIn

HOW ARE YOUR RESULTS
NOW?

direction, even when returned to the makers."

E Perhaps your switching doesn't work pro- =
= perly ?
Or some mysterious noise has E
= appeared and is spoiling Your radio reception ?
= Or one of the batteries seems to run down

Unfortunately, there is no easy test which can be
of purchase.
The old " filament intact " test surviyes as a relic

E ment is thoroughly equipped to assist our

seem to trouble about, and the valve in
question would have stood the test in that

carried out by the purchaser or dealer at the time
of the days when valve filaments were so fragile
that it was common to find a new valve would not
" light up " owing to damage in transit. Such a test
is Of little use for modern valves.
What is needed is a somewhat Complicated
verification of filament emission, amplification
factor, mutual conductance and so forth, and to
ensure these aro all O.K. is "some job," for it
needs either elaborate test apparatus or a complete
receiving set in working order on which all valves
could be tried.
As such a testing set, would have to show up
faults in S.G.'s, detectors, pentodes, L.F.'s,- superpower valves, etc., it would be far too expensive
and complicated for most dealers to -consider,..in view
of the fact that modern valve manufacture is really
remarkably reliable.

= = much faster than formerly ?
= Whatever your radio problem may be,
= remember that the Technical Query Depart -

1=7:-

E readers, and offers its unrivalled service.
E Full details, including scales of charges, can
be obtained direct from the Technical Query
_E Dept., POPULAR WfRELESS, The Fleetway

House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
A` -postcard will do. On receipt of this an
LE Application Form will be seat to you post
free immediately. This - application will
E. place you under no obligation whatever,
= but, having the form, you will know exactly
E what information we require to have before
us in order to solve your, problems.
E-: LONDON

READERS,

PLEASE

NOTE:

E Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone or
= in person at Fleetway House or Tallis Manse.
MI111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111115
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Feel Keen -

" We're Fluxite and
Solder, the reliable pair,

Shave CLEAN

Famous for Soldering - known
everywhere

See that were with
you-whon out on

TS shaving a bore? Does it
.1 waste time, and leave the

that trip,

Avoid disappointment- have that
musical dip' 1"

face with a cold, raw feeling,

sore and irritated ? Next week,
shave quickly, comfortably and
cleanly with the new shave -aid
offered you absolutely FREE.
The shaving problem is solved
by Parke Davis Shaving
Cream.

See that Fluxite and Solder are always by you-in the house, garage,
workshop-anywhere where simple, speedy soldering is needed. They

cost so little, but will make scores of everyday articles last years longer
For Pots, Pans, Silver, and Brassware ; RADIO ; odd jobs in the garage
-there's always something useful for Fluxite and Solder to do.
ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE
All Hardware and Ironmongery

The liberal seven -shave tube
which weoffer you FREE will
prove it. Instead of increasing

Stores sell Fluxite in tins, 8d.,
114 and 218.

the sensitiveness of the skin,
this bland, creamy lather
soothes it. The beard yields

NEW " JUNIOR" SIZE, 4d. per tin.

FLUXITE SOLDERING SET
Simple to use and lasts for years in constant

willingly to the razor: you

Contains special " small space " soldering
iron with non -heating metal handle pocket blowlamp, Flusite, Solder, etc., and full instructions.
use.

shave well as well as -comfortably. Use the coupon and you
will confirm our claim.

LARGE TUBE 1/6
from all Chemists

Hardening Tools and Case Hardening.
Ask for Leaflet on improved method.

COMPLETE, 7/6, or LAMP only 2/6.

FLUXITE LTD.

tomesmes..

(Dept. 324),

Made by the makers of Euthymol Tooth Paste

COUPON

Euthymol, Dept.125H,50 Beak St.,
London, W.I. Please send FREE
SAMPLE Shaving Cream.

ROTHERHITHE, S.E.16

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

Name
Address
(Use block letters putt.sr)

LUXITE

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

"A MAN MUST
FIGHT"
is the title of a series of articles which
GENE TUNNEY is contributing to
CASSELL'S MAGAZINE. In the second
of the series, appearing in the JULY issue

Gene
Tunney
continues his own LIFE STORY

Among many other fascinating features
in this issue are " WITH AN AUSTRA-

LIAN CIRCUS," by DATAS.

a remarkable tour in the Bush with
Barnum and Bailey's Circus, and
records what he considers to be his
greatest feat of memory.

The man who was, until recently,
the world's heavy -weight boxing
champion tells the fascinating story
of his rise to world -fame. Each
article will carry that story nearer to

the moment of his final triumphs
in the Ring against the great
Jack Dempsey at Philadelphia and Chicago.

The

world's greatest memory man describes

In

" TAMING THE 'RIVER OF

DEATH,' " Captain Frank H. Shaw
describes a vivid drama of Man's conquest of Nature.

And in " HOLIDAY PLACES AS AN
ARTIST SEES THEM," Mr. C. R. W.
Nevinson addresses those who wish
to get joy besides fun. from a holiday
in England."

CASSELL'S

MAGAZINE FOR JULY-Now on Sale 1/-
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THE LISTENER'S NOTEBOOK

FIFTY YEARS OF
t ELECTRICAL PROGRESS

,--:(Continued from page 500.)

-

which might be called interesting, amusing,
or instructive:
_

FIFTY years_ ago-on September 15th.
- 1882-the late Dr. Ferranti established
the Company of Ferranti, Thomson
and. Ince-a company which was destined

to become one of the greatest names in the
electrical industry.
The fifty years' life -story of the -firm,

which is graphically depicted in a special
Jubilee Exhibition staged by Messrs.

Ferranti at Bush House, forms almost a
history of the development of public
electricity supply.

To a firm of such long standing in the
electrical industry, radio, comparatively,
is a recent innovation: Yet Messrs- Ferranti
.

were in it from the start, and backed by

their many years of electrical research and
development, they have played an important part in the establishment of our present
broadcasting- system.

Presiding at a luncheon at the Waldorf

Hotel to -inaugurate the Jubilee Exhibition,
Mr, V. -Z. de Ferranti reviewed the progress
of the firm; and; on the radio side, referred
to their latest -development in superheterodyne receivers-a handsome all electric seven -valve model which is to be
marketed for the- remarkably low price- of
22 guineas.
-This is but one of the many radio wonders
to be seen at the Ferranti Exhibition.

One of the
new Tnnewell
Super Radio Components.

Compare the performance of this new

Tunewell Transformer with that of
expensive makes, and you will be

astonished at its price. Gives excellent
Wound
bass without high note loss.

on 4 section bobbin, with alternate

primary and secondary windings (insulation tested at 1,000 volts A. G.),
giving maximum coupling with minimum capacity. Finestsiliconsfeellaminbf primary
inductance. Good response from 50
-fir15;000 cycles. Ask for a -cow -of -test

*

curve. Super tone for Battery 716
or Mains Sets.

Ratio 31- to 1

RETAIL SERVICE

Send Coupon for Tunewell

"Guide to Super Radio" with

8FREE BLUE PRINTS:.
To TUNEWELL RADIO
54, Sation Rd., New Southgate, London, N.1 I

I

Send New " Guide to Super Radio" to
Name
Address

My nearest Dealer is

P. W.3 t
" ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES.''- This

is a book you must not miss. It contains
brilliant articles by Prof. A. M. LOW, our
Employment Supdt., etc., shows how to pass
A.M.LMech.E.,

A.M.I.C.E.,

MESSRS. District Supplies Ltd., started

business seven years ago with one

small shop and during the past seven:
years have opened twenty-five More. Their

latest achievement is the opening of what
is claimed to be the largest, best -equipped
and serviced radio emporium in the whole
of the British Isles. They have taken the
premises at 256, 258 and 260, Bishopsgate,
London, E.C., and have made the exterior
wonderfully -attractive, and the interior 'of
exceptional utility and maximum efficiency.
Messrs. District Supplies are also guaranteeing a free service for receivers purchased
from them for a period of -One year, and
are running' a most interesting competition
iii which radiograms and radio receiver's
figure in the prize list.

M.LM.T., Matric., G.P.O., and all
other Exams, and outlines over 100 Home -

Study Courstds in all branches of Engineering.

Send for your_ copy to -day. FREE and,
without obligation. We alone guarantee-" NO PASS - NO FEE." BRITISH IN-

OFFICIAL
"-P W " EXHIBITORS

401, Shakespeare -House, 29, Oxford Street,
London, W.1.

Readers are reminded that further information 'regarding the components for sets described in this journal can be obtained from
official " P.W." exhibitors, who also display
P.W. " Cosmics," etc. The latest additions

STITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,

WET H.T. BATTERIES--.
Solve all B.T. Troubles.
SILENT,

ECONOMICAL

ITSELF-CHARCINC,
JABS (waxed). 2i" x 13" an. 1/3 doz
ZINGS, new type Lod. doz. Sacs 112 doz.

to the list of Exhibitors are given below. 4,
*-6--4--w-o.-------o-o-s--4--w--4.-------o--*---*

!

Sample doz. Ill volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 4/1, peat 94.
Sample unit, 6g. Illus. booklet free.

Bargain list free.

AMPLIFIERS, 301-,

3-vabte set, £5.

-

.

The Lea Music- & Lighting Salon, 632, Lea -Bridge
Road, Layton, E.10.
-

P. TAYLOR. 57._ stuareg RoadSTOCKWELL, LONDON

LONDON.

RAMSBOTTON. "
Jack Longbottom, Peel Bridge.
RUSHDEN.

-

Lektro Radio Stores, 5, Newton Road.

Lard -Ponsonby:said:Of such a: talker that
he is Mituribearable';bote. -And--.raatte.

need. say no' more about "The..Pia, Pink
Vae!..!..liey-oncl saying that it was. the sort,
of . AMT. likely to -lie fount -among a:collection of childreres.,hedtime stories; but never

intended ter adults.. The music, however,
was quite .attractive; and deserved something better than Miss Redman's play.
-5

Why

did the

Cershom Parkington
Quintet depart from their advertised programme of musie-Tast Saturday, and give
us -`! Auf Wieifersehen " - and " Day by

Day " ? Was it because, in sending us to
sleep.:,,they fell victims to their own dope
and needed a rouser, too ?
Really, for a Saturday night, their selection was the gloomiest I've heard for some
long time. One frequently sees two Volpatti's or two Fontenailles-included in one

musical group, but never two Sullivan's.
I wonder why ?

The regularity with :which -Welsh items

appear in our National programmes suggests that there is a demand -for them, . But

who can want to hear Gardening Talks in
Welsh, I should like to know. f can think
of no one, unless it is the London Welsh.

In any case, I would. have thought that
Carnarvon could have catered for them.

If Carnarvon is anxious to do-Daventry
good deed in return, I think I could suggest
several items it might take over. What
about our nightly Foundations of Music ?

They might .be better appreciated round
Carnarvon way ; they've certainly had a
good run for their money at Daventry.
There is also the fact that the other arts
might get a look in then.

" Waterloo " made it abundantly clear
that Radio drama can receive good compensation for its obvious limitations, from
effects,", provided the latter are manipu-

lated in right proportion. This play revealed
a more ambitious attempt at realism which,

I felt, would have succeeded more had

those responsible been bolder in enterprise,

and had they realised that " Waterloo "
was big enmigh,
" effects."

take the..fiill .measiiire
*

*

Why was the dance music at the Ball so,
sparingly -dispensed ? It was lovely
and we could have done With a. good deal'
More of it., and iri greater volume, too.
Why, at the end of the play, was there suoh
a shortage -of surf, and. only one cry from,
one sea -gull ? This, in my opinion, might
have been a truly marvellous finish.
-

It all boils dpwn to, this. A judicious use
Of effects can make the Radio' play. This is'
beyond doubt now.. Deprived of the usenf
the eyes, listeners do need the help -of some- '

thing'else' for a better understanding of
play.

;And we haven't far to. go for. this something else. The Effects 'Di,Partment
shown us uz114.they can .49., The quality of
their work is unquestionable ; it is quantity

OnitAiliieli needsattention.

.

-

,

-
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TECHNICAL
NOTES

Some diverse and informative

jottings about interesting aspects
of radio reception.
By Dr.

H. T. ROBERTS, F . Inst. P.

-4.--

*AN...4,1

Helping a Mains Unit.

T HAVE several times been asked whether
I it is possible to use a mains unit and an

H.T. dry battery at the same time.

were First to manufacture wire -wound

resistances for radioWHO

Many readers have mains units which, whilst

Valley
Valley
Valley

they operate perfectly well under their
normal load, are insufficient for the requirements of some particular set ; it seems

were First with an L.F. component
giving a straight line N.P.L. curveWHO

a pity to go to. the expense of buying a

larger unit, and the obvious thing to do is
to use a battery to supplement it.
In many cases this is quite a simple
matter, and, in fact, I had a case only a few
days ago in which a three -valve set was
working perfectly with a mains unit for the
power valve, and a thy battery for the first
two. You will notice that it is better to
arrange matters in this way, because the
output valve is usually the principal consumer of current, and is also the one which
is the least ticklish with regard to hum or

made the First bass - compensated
gramophone pick-upWHO

were First with H.F. Chokes, constant
inductance chokes, and impedance
matching output TransformersWHO

Wiley

were First with a band-pass tuner giving

interference.

a square -topped peak and separation
of 9 k.c. on Both wavebands-the 9
" Square Peak " Coil-

This. then, is the obvious place to use the

mains unit.

The valves preceding the
output stage are, as a rule, much more

,

Wrley

dainty in their current requirements, both

as regards quality and quantity, so that
here a dry battery meets the case very well.
The Ticklish Detector.

" B.P." BOOSTER

current supply to the detector and H.F.

!"SQUARE PEAK" COIL;

than would be the case with a poor supply

;List No. B.P.S.

relatively small current consumption of the
earlier stages of the set, the load upon the

-

If there is any lack of smoothing in the

stages, hum will become much more marked

15f-

arle

or components of equivalent value .

El Club. Write, enclosing a Id. stamp for particulars.

III

111.11111
11 Radialaddin Club (Dept. P.W,), 47/48 Berners I.
Street, London, W.1.

Museum 1821.

rx

drive Condenser

..

..

..

10

6

6

0

15
16

0

61

1 Varley Square Peak Band -Pass Coil,
with Switch
..
1 S.G. Valve
..
..
..

Pre-H.F. Volume Control.

pre -high -frequency volume control.

It is

especially in a very selective set.

A much used arrangethent for controlling volume prior to the first H.F. stage
is to connect a high7resistance potentiometer across the tuning coil preceding the
H.F. valve. The grid should, of course,
be disconnected from the end of the aerial

KIT"A"
CASH or
C.O.D.

tumthr rl'osse Kitvaul'ivtesh Raena,11

£3 -9 -5

or 12 monthly payments of

KIT -BITS

6,5
Selected C.O.D. Lines-Post Char:xs
Paid on Orders value over 10/-.

Set of Specified Valves ..
Specified Peto-Scott Cabinet ..
Colvern Dual Range Coil, R.M.3A
Lissen. '0005 Variable Condenser with
Form° Slow -Motion Dial ..
Moderator Coil ..

6

0

15
8

0
6

9

0

2

6

81

EASIWAY ITEMS
JUST RELEASED
MELODYel MAKER
COSSOR
.. Mod
Complete with valves, speaker and
Send

cabinet. Employs Cossor Variable -

Mu S.G. H.F. stage, Detector and
Power Valves. Cash Price £7-17-6
Balance in 11 monthly payments
of 14/6.

14/6_1
Only.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of

Send

4/10

4/10.

EPOCH J.1 PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING -COIL SPEAKER with 3 -ratio input

Only.

Send

Rig
Only.
send

6/6
Only
Send

4/2
Only

MAGNET MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. With
special Ferranti multi -ratio input transformer.
Cash Price 81,15.'0.

Balance in 5 monthly payments of 51.
BLUE SPOT SPEAKER
UNIT AND
CHASSIS, TYPE 100U.

Cash Price 81 19/8,
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5, 5.
ATLAS ELIMINATOR, TYPE A.0.244. 3
Tappings, S.G.,Dctector and Power. Output : I2OV. at 20 mia. Cash Price 12/19/11.
Balance

in 11 monthly payments of

5/S.

Send

5/5
Only
Send

5/6
Only

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTO.
77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.
Dear Sirs,-Please send me CASH/C.O.D. I

P.

coil and connected to the slider of the
THE PICTURE PAPER WITH THE
MOST NEWS

potentiometer.
As the slider is moved, the amplitude of

SUNDAY GRAPHIC

thought is probably that the resistance

and Sunday News

NtN1,1.4.

6

The DECADE

Cash Price 12/5/0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/2.
R & A CHALLENGER PERMANENT

F EE
:R

IIII Wonderful offer to introduce the Radialaddin .

Paid on Orders value over so/-.

1 Peto-Scott Cabinet 9" .'
10- ..
1 Polar Tub 2 -gang -0005-mid. Disc -

transformer.

true that the desired effect can be got by
detuning, but this is very liable to run you
into ,distortion and other difficulties,

III

KIT -BITS Selected C.O.D. Lines-Post Charges

using a mains set for the whole outfit.

Sometimes you may get overloading of
the H.F. valve, necessitating some kind of

A Luxury

or 12 moat ly payments of 6/6.

ference, even if the maintenance of the H.T.

Transformers 41-. Headphones 4/ -,all repairs magnetised
tree. Eliminator Repairs quoted for. 24 Hours Service.
Discount for Trade.
Clerkenwell 9069.

Wireless Set

1E3 1 0-9
1

W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET MOVINGCOIL SPEAKER. Type P.M.4. Complete
with Transformer.
Cash Price 82/2/0.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/9.
EPOCH " 20 c " PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. With 3 -ratio
input transformer. This speaker will handle
up to 5 watts.
Cash Price 81/15;0.
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 6/6.

battery is a little more troublesome than

111111111111111M111111111MMINIMM111111111111111

CASH or
C.O.D.

cabinet but with Ready Drilled
Panel and Terminal Strip.

dry battery should not be anything very

amateurs who prefer it, owing to the extra
freedom from hum and any sort of inter-

E. MASON, 44, EAST ROAD, LONDON, N.1.

A

In view of the

An arrangement of this kind is often used
with perfect success. In fact, I have met

LOUD SPEAKERS
REPAIRED, 4/..
(Blue Spot a Speciality, 5/.).

""

KIT

W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING COIL SPEAKER P.M.3. Complete with 3 ratio input transformer. Cash Price 12/12/6.

serious.

Advt. of Oliver Pell Control
Ltd., 56$, Finpatra,- W,(?.

B.P. BOOSTER
phu,c,:tv
Author's Kit less valve and

.

SPECIFIED IN THE

for the output stage.

CASH-C.O.D.-H.P.--""Demlievderklyt!

the signal voltages can be varied, so controlling the input to the set. Your first

connected across the secondary coil may
(Continued on next page )

for which I enclose f:,
CASH/M.P. Deposit
NAME

ADDRESS
P. W.2/7/32
West -end Showroom: 62, High Holborn, London, W .C.I .
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RADIOKRADIOP

MO

PI EASY
SUPP1
F OR VIM
SERVICE
%EMS

We supply all good quality Radio Receivers,
components and accessories on deferred
terms. Large stocks are carried and orders

are executed pro m p t I y. Send list of
requirements and a quotation will be sent
by return of post. Price list free on request.
i NEW COSSOR MELODY MAKER, Model

t 335 (Just released).

with
Complete Kit of ..,..,

1 Parts, Valves and Loud Speaker.
Cash Price £7/17/6.

And 11 monthly payments of 15/,

IlJl.
orde r

NEW EPOCH A2 PERMANENT MAGNET With
Cash Price £31310. 5,9
MOVING COIL UNIT.
And 11 monthly payments of 5/9.
order
HEAYBERD A.C.ELIMINATOR KIT.

output 25 M/A.

C150, With

Cash Price £3/16/0. 616
order
And 11 monthly payments of 7/ 3 H.T. With
ATLAS ELIMINATOR, A.C.244.
Tappings. 20 M/A output.
Cash Price £2/19/6.
order
And 11 monthly payments of 5/6.
ORMOND PERM. MAGNET MOVING COIL With

have a damping effect on the tuning of that

best results and you have pretty good

really depends upon the a=ctual value of the
resistance.
Of course, if the resistance is too low
the tuning will certainly be flattened. It is,

of makeshifts.

coil. so as to flatten the tuning, but this

therefore, important to keep the resistance
sufficiently high, a suitable value being, say,
between 100,000 and 150,000 'ohms.
Indirectly -Heated Valves.

In a mains set the usual arrangement

with regard to the cathode of the detector
valve is to connect this direct to the grid leak and to H.T. minus. But if you introduce a little potential -difference between
these two points you will often find that
not only the detection but also the reaction
will be improved.

The idea is to make the cathode a little
less negative than the grid. This can very

simply be done by introducing a small
resistance of about 200 to 300 ohms

between the cathode and H.T. minus. In

this way you will see that instead of the

5!.

cathode and the lower end of the grid leak

Cash Price £3/5/0. 5/.
And 11 monthly payments of 6/-.
order
MARCONIPHONE PICK-UP AND TONE - With
ARM, still the finest pick-up available.
Cash Price £2/5/0.
order
And 9 monthly payments of 5/-.
NEW R & A " CHALLENGER " PERM. With
MAGNET MOVING COIL UNIT.
Cash Price £1/15/0. 51.
order
And 6 monthly payments of 5/8.
SET OF THREE NEW VALVES, MUL- With
LARD or COSSOR. S.G., Detector and 516
Cash Price £1/15/6.
Super Power.
order
And 6 monthly payments of 5/8.

difference of potential between them. This
difference depends upon the value of the
above -mentioned resistance and also on the
current which is flowing. The inclusion of
the resistance also reduces the actual grid

UNIT.

12

EXIDE

HIGH-TENSION

ACCUMU-

LATORS (120 volts WH-ro super -capacity,
5,000 milliamps). The cheapest form of hightension supply where electric light mains not
Cash Price £3/15/0.
available.
And 11 monthly payments of 7/-.
NEW W.B. PM4 PERM. MAO. MOVING
Cash Price £2/2/0.
COIL UNIT.
And 7 monthly payments of 5/9.

With

W6
order

With

516
order

To avoid delay, will customers kindly send
deposit with order.

THE

LONDON RADIO
SUPPLY COMPANY
(Established 1925)

11, Oat Lane, Noble St., London, E.C.2
'Phone: National x977.
BritishGENUINE BARGAIN made
engraved with 14 -et. Iridium -tipped nibs, lever
self -tilling device, and safety cap, at 3/- each; usual price
6/6. ti-doz. .lots at 16/-. Sent- on approval, cash or

C.O.D. Cannot be repeated.-Brookman Rapid Radio
Service. 77. Beckley Street, Birmingham.

SPECIPIED
rc.r. the
" B V " BOOSTER
THE CHOKE
for
" LAST OUNCE "
RESULTS.

Performance curve
not below 95%

from 2002,000

metres.
SCREENING
PREVENTS
-SAVE
TOII OUR

LIST^

INTERACTION &
STRAY PICK UP.

3/-1Tri
IPCIIMIVIAIETIHUMVA.XWE Bros.,
IK.X1WIWIES XM, -MTC70T..71:2131EtrroCirE3

When another valve does the trick, even
temporarily, it is due to the extra damping
caused by the valve. But if you want the

being at the same potential, there is a

current which flows.
Improving Detection and Reaction.
There is a good deal of difference between

various mains valves as regards the grid
current which flows and the particular
point at which it commences to flow, so
that there is plenty of room for you to try
out different values of this resistance so
as to get the best results. The actual
potential of the grid will naturally depend
upon the value of the grid leak, so that the
difference of potential between the cathode
and the grid will depend not only upon grid

current, but also upon the valises of both
the above -mentioned resistance and the
resistance of the grid leak itself.

By taking a little trouble in getting

exactly the right value for these resistances
for any particular set of conditions, you can

often effect a considerable improvement
in results. This applies to the detection
and also in the smoothness and general
control and efficiency of reaction.
Valve Damping and Oscillation.

I had a case the other day where a portable set was producing an annoying highpitched whistle which was very difficult
to get rid of, and this I found was due to
the H.T. dry battery having become rather
'dried up, so that coupling effects were set
up, between different parts of the circuit.
This, of course, is a very well-knOwn cause
of -this trouble, and even with decoupling
arrangements there comes a time when there

is nothing for it but to substitute a new
battery.

You can put off the evil day to some
extent by trying a valve of different im-

pedance, especially in the detector position.
You may find'that with one of suitable A.C.

resistance the same battery will serve you
for an appreciably longer period, so that
if you happen to have any spare valves on
hand, this is always a point worth trying
before discarding the battery.

reason to luibw that the battery is getting
on its last legs, it is really the best plan to
fit a new one as, when all is said and done,
these other dodges are only in the nature
When the Fuse Blows.

Perhaps you may remember that some
time back I mentioned a very persistent
trouble which I had with a mains set, due
to the fuse continually blowing when the
set was switched on or off, particularly

when it was switched on. Several readers

have written telling me they have had
exactly the same kind of trouble.

It is quite a well-known effect and is
probably due to the charging -up of the

condensers in the set. One letter, from a
reader in Dumfries, sets the position out
so clearly that I think I cannot do better
than quote from it.
I should, however, mention that the
writer of this letter is in business as a
wireless and electrical engineer.

He there-

fore has had very good opportunities of
noting this effect in the various sets with
which he has dealt.

Blame the Condensers.
He says : " With reference to the trouble

you mention with fuses, which for no
apparent reason ' blow ' on switching on
=i1111111111111111111111111111111191111111111111111I1111111111111111111111111E

NEXT WEEK

g The "P.W." A.C.
-1-'RADIOGRAM:
Details of a magnificent

All -Mains pedestal -Type
Instrument.
:T111111111111111111111iiiiiiiiiiIiiiilli11111111111iiilliiii1111111111111111iii

or off, I have often noted the same effect,
even on new D.C. mains sets, and for some
time I was like you, afraid of accidents.
Careful consideration of the design of the
various components and the methods of
manufacture has led me to the belief that
certain of the condensers are responsible.
" As you know, a common method of
manufacture is one in which paper strips
are coated with metal and then run between
metal rollers with a considerable electrical
potential between them. This process
burns out any shorts which occur through
the paper insulation, and the metal -coated
paper is then ready for folding or winding.
My opinion is that in condensers of this

type shorts do occasionally occur, and if
the short does not happen to be very rapidly
burnt out, then the fuse blows. Some sets
show these symptoms in their earlier days,
and later when the condensers have aged a

bit the trouble disappears -and reliable

service may be expected with the normal
capacity fuse."
A Safety Hint.

Apart from the observations of my

correspondent as given above, there is the
(Continued on next page.)
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question of the charging -up of the condensers. If the set has iaeen switched off
for some time and is then switched on, there

may be a sudden rush of current, in the
charging of the condensers, sufficient to
blow the fuse.

A dodge which is sometimes useful is to
connect a fairly large capacity condenser
across the terminals of the fuse. In some
cases this will take the sudden load off the
fuse, but it doesn't always work.
Valve Characteristics.

Have you ever noticed that in using
screen -grid

metailised valves

you will

occasionally get the main or control grid
shorting to the filament ? When this is
about to happen it is heralded by a series
of microphonies and other symptoms of a
similar kind. Finally the valve goes dead
and the shorting mentioned above is discovered to be the cause.

When this takes place it would seem to

indicate that the construction of the

electrode system is not really sufficiently
rigid, having regard to the close proximity
of these electrodes to one another. Another

Otttl

point which arises in this connection is

whether the characteristic curve of such a
valve is worth taking much notice of ; this
obviously depends upon the electrode
arrangements, and if the latter varies the
curve will vary, too.

When the short circuit takes place it can

often be put right by gently tapping the
valve. It will then continue to function

BELLING -LEE

TERMINALS
Advt. of Belling ,b Lee, Ltd-, Cambridge ..4rterial Road, Enfold, Middlesex.

in a norm -al way, at any rate, to all appearances.

Radio Gram 651.
IMPROVES PERFORMANCE 50%
Famous Makers'
Offer

Connecting a Pick-up.

When connecting a pick-up to a radio
set you have a choice of a number of ways of

putting it in circuit. Not only the effi-

ciency, but also the cost of the conversion
depends upon the particular arrangement

10

CABINET for

!

desired

imf od ne st

Polished Oak, Piano Tone Cabinet
(42 in. high, 24 in. wide).
ON APPROVAL at Makers'

Prices I You may return at
our expense if you wish to
Dart with it. 3.000 cilentele,II.13.C., Radio Press.

All models from 35) to £15..

otai

you decide to adopt.,

One comparatively simple way is to

connect the two pick-up wires to the ends
of the, grid leak of the detector. If this
arrangement is used, however, there are
certain important points which want
watching.

For one thing, remember that there is a
current passing in the grid circuit. This
will be affected by the, voltages delivered

Patent 9123. Users obtain 50% to 100% greater
volume. The rich, mellow
tone brings a fine thrill.
PHOTOGRAPHS

LISTS FREE.

AND

PICKETTS Piaao Tone Cabinets (P.W.I.

Albion ad.. Res leyheath, Kent

by the pick-up, so that the effective load -CHARGING
alters from moment to moment, and the
variation is liable to produce distortion.
Detector Valve as Amplifier.

If the valve is used as an amplifier, by the

application of the appropriate bias, the

pick-up can be arranged so that it can be
switched in or out of circuit by means of a
single -pole two-way switch.

The ordinary

connection to the grid is broken and the

grid is connected to the centre of the switch,

the lead which previously went to the grid
being now joined to the second pole of the
switch, and a terminal of the pick-up to the
third pole.
The other wire from the pick-up goes to a
tapping on the grid -bias battery, connected

in series, of course, with the secondary
of the first L.F. transformer. In order to
work the valve as an amplifier, usually a
(Continued on next page.)

SETS

A.C.
D.C.
If you are interested in the
profitable charging of a
number of Radio Cells and
a few Car Batteries at one

time, write us for details.

SILENT-IFFICIENT-SIMPLF.

LESLIE DIXON & CO.,
218, Upper Thames St., E.C.4.
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AGAIN !
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pin
type

across from the anode to filament.

(Continued from previous page.)

rectifying action of the detector and may
also increase the strength of the signals.
The control of the reaction, instead of

bias voltage of 11 volts is sufficient with the
proper amount of high tension.

9d.

Short Grid Leads.

You will see from the foregoing that when

the two-way switch is in one position the
pick-up is out of circuit and the arrangement is workihg as an ordinary receiving
circuit, whilst when the 'switch is in the
other position the pick-up is in circuit with
the low -frequency part of the set, the
Indoor
9d.
Aerial
Insulator L.

CLIX Chassis Mounting VALVEHOLDER
Sturdily built, skeleton type for mounting on metal,
wood or ebonite. With or without terminals. Turned
Resilient Sockets _give maximum surface contact with
every type of valve pin-solid or otherwise. Easy
insertion ; the sockets moving laterally to centre

themselves with valve -pins.

5 pin model9d.

4 pin model -8d.

Ask your dealer for ". CLIX." Folder." P" Free.
Leer° Linz Ltd., 254, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.1.

-EASY PAYMENTS" There's no place like HOLMES."

to supply Wireless parts on easy
Seven years' advertiser in " Popular

The first firm
payments.
Wireless.-

This

will have the effect of assisting in the
being made worse will, as a rule, be improved

Often you will find that the high tension and in that way you will be -able to take
which was applied to the valve when used . achrantage of the extra efficiency of the
as a detector iF3- not sufficient when the new valVe instead of this extra efficiency
valve is being used as an amplifier. So being a disadvantage.
you must be careful to increase the H.T.
voltage to the right ainount.
Valve- Slopes.

Valvehoider
5
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Thousands of satisfied customers,

Monthly

Deposit Payments

5/5
7 of 5/5
TELSEN VICTOR 3 KIT 39/6
£6/8/6 10/- 11 of 11/11
COSSOR KIT
£10/15 19/6 11 of 19/8
OSRAM KIT
6/10 1I of 6/10
METEOR 3 KIT - - - «3/15
6/- 9 of 6/8
EXIDE H.T. Accum., 120v. £3
BLUE SPOT 66R &

£2/2/6

CHASSIS

BLUE SPOT 100 U AMPLION M.C.6 - CELESTION M.C.

-

EKCO Eliminator A.C.I8

39!6
67/6
47/6

67/-

5/6
5/8
7/5
5/3
7/5

9 of 4/5
7 of 5/4
9 of 7/5
9 of 5/3
9 of 7J5

New Goods Obtained for Every Order.
Send us a list of the parts you require and the payments that will suit your convenience, and we will
send you a definite quotation. Any -thing Wireless.

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Great Portland Street, London, W.1.
'Phone: Museum 1414.
The Goods as Advertised !

From TWO to

TWO THOUSAND metres, we can solve
your Radio Problems, including Amateur
Transmission ! Whatever your difficulty,
write us. Charges : 3/- per query, four or
more 2/6 each, including diagrams.
RADIO TECHNICAL AGENCY, DEPT. P.W.

2, Westgate Chambers, Neiy-pprt, Mo-p.

EXACT TUNERS
to 2,000 metres.
/ Thousands
of250these
tuners are in
we can strongly recommend them,

use, and
No fur
tier coils are reqUired. Send P.C. for particulars and circuits-FREE.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Street, Coventry.

PLEASE be sure to mention " Popular Wireless"
when communicating with Advertisers. Thanks!

Power valves in these days have been
made so sensitive and with such steep
slopes tl47st they have to be handled with 'a

certain amount of respect and circum-

Some people just put in a power
valve and then twiddle about with the grid
bias until they get reasonably good results.
This, however, is not fair to the power
valve and not fair either to the high-tension
detector valve now acting as first amplifier. 2 battery. The anode current varies enorI need hardly say that the grid connections mously with the grid bias and -you may get
should be as short as possible, and also the good results with one G.B. voltage, for
pick-up leads, and there should be no bad. instance, 71 -volts negative, and then try
contacts or other defects in the switch used. a lower voltage, say 6 -volts negative, and
find that the- results seem just as good or
Quiet Mains Operation.
practically so.
With an all -mains set, or an ordinary
But unless you have a milliammeter to
set operated by means of a mains unit, the measure the current which is -being passed

earthing is very important if you are- to
avoid mains hum. I have often been
asked to look at mains sets which were

humming badly, and I have found that there

was nothing more seriously wrong with
them than an inefficient earth-or in one or
two eases no earth at all.

spection.

out of the H.T. battery -you will never

know what effect this change in the grid bias voltage has had upon the H.T. current.
It may well be that the small drop in grid bias volts may cause a large increase in the
H.T. current.

I frequently use a particular mains set
which is in such a position that the earths
lead has to be rather long and runs away

Watch the Bias:

to a water -pipe. It is not convenient to make

this will reduce the anode current below
the original value, which is all to the good
provided you do not get distortion. So
what you want to do is to get the largest
amount of grid bias, that is, the smallest
value of H.T. current, -which is consistent
with good reproduction.
As I have said before in these Notes, a
milliammeter is a most useful instrument,

a Permanent connection, and so the earth
wire ends in a crocodile clip which grips
the handle of a water -tap.
Sometimes, as you can imagine, this
clip gets knocked off the tap, but when you

switch on the receiver yon don't have to go
and look if the earth connection is all right,

as you can tell that immediately by the
A.C. bum. If the earth connection is

replaced all is well again,
A good earth connection is the first line
of defence, as it were, in getting over hum'
and other types of interference, and if you
haVe any trouble in this direction it is well

.

On the other hand, if you_increase the

grid -bias voltage to, say, 9 -volts negative,

-

:

and this is one of the cases where it comes
in particularly handy. It. is all very well
to think you can judge the effect by ear, but
it is quite unsatisfactory -front the point of
view of current consumption.

worth while to make sure that you have a

Push -Pull Precautions.

at ground potential.

I Was saying something the other day in
these Notes abdut the use of valves in pushpull arrangement, and am rcthinded by a
reader that not only must due care be taken

good connection to earth, and that the
" earth " which you use is itself really
Replacing the Detector.

Sometimes if anything goes wrong with
the detector valve and you 'replace it 7 by
another, you may happen to come -upon a
valve which is more efficient in that position,

with the result that the reaction becomes
fierce." This, of course, is owing to the
fact that the second valve -which you put
in is more sensitive or gives better magnifica-

tion than the first.
This fierceness of the reaction can be got
over by reducing the amount of H.T. which
is applied to the detector, but although at
first -sight this seems a very simple way. it
is not really the best way, as it is very liable
to lead to distortion.
Improtring Reaction Control.

A better way is to leave the H.T. alone=
it may require a small amount Of adjust:-

ment but nothing more serious-and to

connect a fixed condenser, say .0001 mfd.,

with the valves, but also with push-pull
transformers.
Take the input transformer, for example,
with a single prithary winding and a double
secondary, or rather a secondary' haVing a

centre tapping. Now when the primary
winding is excited we ought to get exactly
identical effects in the two halves of the

secondary. The centre tapping ought to
give us the true electrical centre and we base
our arrangements upon this aSsumption.

Bet in a good many transformers this is
not the ease. In fact, in some that I have
examined it is very far froth being so. The

tapping is- not the electrical 'centre, and

consequently the two halves of the secondary give appreciably different voltages
when the transformer is in operation. This

means that the two valves used with the
tratisforiner do not give equal outputs and

distortion is produced. The same applies,
of course, to the output transformer.
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Set -fitted with

moving -co/

speaker . .

Now available ! The first of
EKCO's 1933 models. It will
be one of Olympia's outstanding
successes.
The new EKCO Consolette Model M.23 repre-

sents the very latest and finest in all -electric
radio. No trouble, no batteries, no accumulators, no renewals, no replacements.. Just plug

in to the electric supply and switch on, that's
all. No need even to use an aerial'and earth
for powerful stations. So long as there is an
electric point somewhere near, you can take
your EKCO Set where you like indoors or out.
Easily carried and complete in itself with
moving -coil speaker.

M.23
CONSOLETTE
PRICE 17 GUINEAS
or 12 monthly paymen!s
of 32/9

Ask your local dealer for a demonstration or send
coupon -now for full details.
SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE M.23.

Figured bakelite cabinet in Walnut shade ; Single knob tuning
Illuminated dial, calibrated in wavelengths ; Combined Selectivity'
and Volume Control ; Highly sensitive and selective 3 -valve
circuit (Screened Grid, -Detector and Pentode) ; Internal aerial

giving local reception without the use of an external aerial or earth ;

Patented Mains Aerial with which greater range is obtained ;

Sockets for connection of external aerial and earth (the number of
stations obtainable with these is truly amazing) ; Sockets for connecting a gramophone pick-up ; Sockets for connecting additional
external loudspeaker; Westinghouse Metal Rectification (in A.C.
Model) ; Permanent Magnet Moving -Coil Speaker with new type
of high -efficiency magnet giving superb tone ; Remarkably low
running costs-only 7l6. per 1,00o hours (with electricity at 3d.
per unit) ; (For A.C. and D.C. Mains.)

To E. K. COLE, Ltd., Dept. A.13,
Ekco Works, Southend-on-Sea.
Please send me full particulars of Ekco All -Electric Radio.
Name
Address -
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